
 



 
 
ABOUT THE PROJECT 
 
The M62 is the key trans-Pennine motorway link connecting Hull and Leeds with Manchester and Liverpool. 
With an average daily traffic flow of 144,000 vehicles, the motorway is essential to the economic well-being of 
Yorkshire and Humber.  A-one+ is responsible for the day to day maintenance of the M62 from Junction 22 to 
Junction 38 under an Asset Support Contract with Highways England.  
 
In October 2016, we delivered a £483k essential highway maintenance project on the M62 between Junctions 
35 and Junction 34, which including laying over 4000 tonnes of material in six overnight motorway closures.  
Key to the success of this project was team working to shared objectives with a ‘can-do’ attitude. Early in the life 
of the project four clear objectives were agreed:  
 

 Programme the works to minimise disruption for road-users  

 Open the motorway to traffic each morning  

 Increase productivity by reducing process waste  

 Keep the workforce and road users safe  
 
These were shared with everyone ensuring internal design, project management and construction teams 
worked collaboratively with our client and supply chain to ensure a successful project outcome based on a 
common goal.  
 
OUTCOMES 
This submission shows how shared project objectives and strong collaborative internal and external teamwork 
combined to deliver a successful project - under budget and ahead of programme, with tangible environmental 
and customer benefits including:  
 

 Project duration reduced by 25%  

 Over 1000 tonnes laid on one night, a new regional record  

 Use of innovative ULTILOW material to increase productivity  
 
The project has ‘raised the bar’ in terms of what can be achieved during overnight roadworks closures, and 
therefore worthy of recognition. This work also contributed to the company receiving a Silver Award from the 
Considerate Constructors Scheme.  
 
Andrew Sharp, A-one+ Area 12 Leadership Team said:  
“The collaborative working between all the suppliers on this project allowed us to improve productivity and 
reduce waste, making the most of the working window, and allowing us to deliver efficiency savings for the 
client. This was all done safely and without increasing risk in opening the motorway again each morning for 
our customers.”  
 
Mark Ramsden, Highways England Service Delivery Team Leader for Area 12, said:  
“This project was an early test of the new ASC contract, and despite having to find our feet within the new 
contract landscape, the teams did a remarkable job to deliver the work within challenging timescales, under 
increased commercial scrutiny and with a greater emphasis on customer needs.  
A great team effort and one that has had a positive impact on further schemes, with this initial project 

embedding the benefits of closer collaboration throughout the whole renewals programme in 2016 and 

beyond. A big success for all involved!”  



Applying Psychology to improve and understand  
accident risk in a large safety critical organisation	

Rajkiran	Kandola,	KTP	Research	Associate		

Who are Amey Plc.?  
Amey Plc. currently employs approximately 
20,000 individuals responsible for creating safer, 
smarter and sustainable places to live work and 
travel by designing buildings, maintaining and 
investing in services and infrastructure. Amey 
has a branded safety campaign to achieve a 
“Target Zero” objective. The company is 
determined to prevent all accident and incidents. 
This KTP is embedded within Amey’s Consulting 
and Rail business unit.  

Project Background 
Results from the Rail Safety and Standards Board 
(RSSB) Annual Safety Performance Report for 
2016/17, show 164 major injuries to members of 
the workforce. In 2014/15, total costs incurred 
from illness and injury at work totalled £14.1 
billion (HSE, 2016). 
 
Amey have identified the need for safety culture 
change via the implementation of a Behavioural 
Safety Strategy. This project is directly focused 
on the development and implementation of this 
Behavioural Safety Strategy which supports both 
the company’s “Target Zero” campaign and 
the corporate strategy “Keeping people safe, 
everyday”.  

Outcomes to date: 
•  Successful large scale data collection (1,654 

responses obtained) 
•  Company buy in and understanding of new 

methods to approach safety improvement 
•  Money raised from questionnaire for two 

selected charities (over £1,600) 
•  Analysis of data and feedback to Amey on initial 

results 
•  Identification of target working group in Rail  
•  Conference & research paper submissions 

based on findings from questionnaire research  
•  External recognition  
Future Aims: 
•  Project aims to address: safety trade offs and 

production pressure revealed from results of the 
questionnaire research 

•  Large scale data collection via a psychological data driven 
approach 

•  Use of psychological methods that are reliable and up to date 
•  Ethical data collection and analysis 
•  Access to statistical software packages  
•  Employee engagement  
•  Reduction of severity of safety related incidents and cost 

associated with accidents and stoppages 
•  Reduction on reliance of external consultants 

•  Amey 

•  Academia 

•  Associate 

•  Further understanding of safety intervention effectiveness  
•  Potential to impact teaching 
•  Large scale data collection 
•  Alignment with taught university modules 
•  Integration of inter-related psychological disciplines 
•  Journal publications  
•  Internal and external presentations 

•  Experience of data collection and applied psychology  
•  Fully funded PhD 
•  Conference attendance and presentation  
•  Impacting rail health and safety  
•  Development of managerial skills  
•  Development of research related skills  
•  Quantitative and qualitative analysis 
•  Membership at relevant organizations  

The Project Aim 
Develop and implement tailored 
intervention/s to reduce accident 
risk, leading to cost reduction for 

the organisation and the individual.  
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Uniqueness: 
•  Incorporation of psychological and behavioural 

antecedents in accident risk prediction that go 
beyond typical safety climate evaluation 

•  Addressing lack of rail research and 
incorporating design engineers 

•  The project foundations are based on a three-
way collaborative partnership between Leeds 
Beckett University, the associate and the partner 
organisation in an attempt to improve safety  

Challenges:  
•  Complex large scale organisation  
•  Amending traditional views of safety 

improvement within the organisation and 
industry, however the associate has begun 
knowledge transfer of psychological research 
methods within the organisation and externally 

Contact	details:	Miss	Rajkiran	Kandola,	KTP	Research	Associate,	rajkiran.kandola@amey.co.uk		 	[Amey	|	InternaEonal	Design	Hub	|	The	Colmore	Building	|	20	Colmore	Circus	|	Birmingham	|	B4	6AT]	
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RISE Awards 2017 - Fire and Safety

Fire Stopping and Effective Edge Sealing at the Party Wall and Eaves

ARC Building Solutions, Gildersome Spur, Leeds, LS27 7JZ      www.arcbuildingsolutions.co.uk 0113 252 9428
ARC Building Solutions are an independent manufacturer to the construction industry of products to prevent heat loss, noise pollution 
and the spread of fire. Established in 2008, ARC specialise in cavity fire barriers and cavity closers, manufactured in accordance with 
NHBC requirements.    ARC holds ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accreditation.

ARC Building Solutions have 
developed a complete range of 
products to provide a fire stopping 
solution and effective edge seal at 
the party wall junction.
By creating an effective edge seal 
around the party wall cavity, the ARC 
T-Barrier System helps to achieve a 
zero U-value at the party wall. The 
system also provides a simple 
solution for complying with NHBC 
Chapter 7.2 D13 ‘Junctions between 
roofs and compartment or separating 
walls shall adequately resist fire 
spread’. Without effective edge 
sealing, the party wall cavity allows 
heat to escape. The image (above) 
highlights the areas of heat loss in a 
row of terraced houses.
All ARC fire stopping products have 
been tested at Exova Warrington and 
have achieved Certifire accreditation, 
an independent third party 
certification scheme that assures 
performance, quality, reliability and 
traceability of fire protection 
products. It is an internationally 
respected mark of fire safety, 
recognised by regulatory authorities 
worldwide.
ARC Building Solutions are committed 
to ongoing product development to 
contribute to more sustainable and 
safe buildings. At the party wall and 
pitched roof detail ARC’s range of 
products have made a stepped 
change to quality, edge-sealing and 
fire performance of products 
available on the market. Several of 
ARC’s products are now specified by 
key Housebuilders including Taylor 
Wimpey, Bloor Homes and Crest 
Nicholson.

ARC Soffit Barrier

ARC T- Barrier

ARC Cavity Stop Sock

ARC T- Barrier Pitched Roof

ARC Spandrel Barrier 

ARC U-Barrier 

ARC Tile Batten Barrier 

ARC Eaves Insulator 

The ARC T-Barrier is designed to provide a fire, thermal and acoustic break at the 
junction between the external cavity and the party wall cavity. It provides up to 4 hours 
fire integrity in masonry construction, up to one hour in timber construction and meets 
the Robust Detail’s requirement for a barrier where a separating party wall meets an 
external cavity wall. Winner: Housebuilder Awards Best Building Fabric Product 2016.

The ARC T-Barrier Pitched Roof is designed to provide a fire, thermal and acoustic barrier 
between the top of the party wall blockwork and the underslaters felt. It is easily installed once 
the party wall blockwork is complete, with the unique T-shape being held in place by 
compression between the two leaves of party wall blockwork, satisfying NHBC Chapter 7.2 S13

The ARC Tile Batten Barrier is designed to provide a fire, thermal and acoustic break at the 
party wall between the roof tiles and roof membrane, working in conjunction with ARC T-
Barrier Pitched Roof to create a complete fire break at the separating wall. 

The ARC Soffit Barrier is designed to fill the void within the soffit, providing a fire, 
thermal and acoustic barrier between dwellings. Manufactured from rockfibre mineral 
wool, with a foil facing to ensure an effective smoke barrier is created. An exact fit can 
be created to form an effective barrier.

ARC Cavity Stop Socks have been designed to restrict the spread of smoke and flames within 
external masonry walls, and to further minimise the effect of flanking noise pollution at wall 
junctions. They are produced from low resin, non-combustible rockfibre mineral wool and 
sleeved in polythene for on-site protection, providing up to 4 hours fire integrity.

ARC Spandrel Barrier seals the top of the party wall cavity, allowing a zero U-value to be 
achieved when used in conjunction with ARC T-Barrier vertically. Spandrel Barrier is 
compressed between the top of the party wall blockwork and underside of the spandrel 
panel, creating a fire and thermal break.

The ARC Eaves Insulator ensures the junction detail between the wall plate and 
ceiling is fully insulated, a traditionally difficult area to insulate correctly on site. 
Winner: Housebuilder Product Awards Best New Product 2016.

ARC U-Barrier is compressed between the top of the spandrel panel and underside of the 
roof covering, creating a fire and thermal break. NHBC 7.2.16 recommends a 25mm gap 
between the separating wall and the top of adjacent roof trusses, which should be filled 
with mineral wool. ARC U-Barrier satisfies this recommendation

http://www.arcbuildingsolutions.co.uk/
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AM is the set of co-ordinated activities by which 
organisations manage assets across their whole life 

to…
...consistently and sustainably realise value and 
meet organisational and stakeholder objectives.WHO WE WORK WITH AND % OF COURSES SOLD

Consultancy Service Providers                                  32%

Electricity    3%

Local Gvmt                              8%

Engineering Service Providers  8%

Water                   5%

Pharma                      6%

Housing     2%

FM                                      11%

Petro Chemical  3%

Transport                                              18%

University   2%

WE WORK GLOBALLY

A Yorkshire company teaches the world to sing Gaia
MARKET NEED

If the world’s quest for goods and services is to be met in a manner 
that protects Gaia, the Goddess of the earth, wealth creators urgently 
need to shift from cost-efficiency to sustainability.

Yorkshire based Asset Wisdom offers ‘asset wisdom empowerment’: 
wisdom to empower everyone in an organisation (not just a few specialists) 
to manage assets across their whole life.

A UNIQUE APPROACH

We’ve created a suite of online Asset Management learning.

1. It’s the only online learning mapped to the competences and principles 
of the major AM Institutes (GFMAM & IAM)

2. It’s for everyone, not just AM specialists. This helps break down ‘silos’, 
open career pathways and nudge organisations towards operating ‘as one’

3. Being online, it has global reach. It can be done ‘anytime, anywhere’ 
and is low cost, fun and educationally sound

4. We’re taking AM out of the ‘asset intensive’ industries like oil & gas 
into ‘high asset’ sectors like manufacturing, fm, health, housing, education, 
real estate and highways.

A UK CLIENT SAYS

Liz Kirkham, Highways Asset Manager, Gloucestershire County Council:

“Asset Wisdom’s ‘Learn, Mentor, Apply & Certify’ is driving cross-functional 
understanding and continuous improvement across the highways asset.

“It’s a great first step in building our new AM culture.”

KEY CHALLENGE

“How can a new company with a new approach gain credibility fast?”

Our answer: Move the conversation on…

From                                            To
Managing assets efficiently          Whole life, whole systems 
Classroom learning                     Online + workplace learning

People ask: “Which comes first?”
Our answer: “Knowledge drives change. Therefore, ‘Learn & Act’. 
And repeat the ‘Learn & Act’ mantra throughout the AM journey.”

ACHIEVEMENTS

1. First to market Long before anyone else, we created an online 
Course that could be done ‘anytime, anywhere’

2. People focus We put people first: organisational competence 
follows people competence

3. Recognition We’re BSI’s only ISO55000 Associate Consultant.
And The Institute of Asset Management’s only online Endorsed Trainer

4: Global From the off, we’ve forged global partnerships.

INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS SAY

Christiaan Lombard, AECOM’s Asset Management Leader:

“The awe! courses – a small bit of training for staff and clients – 
facilitates a giant step forward.”

Dr Navil Shetty, Director, ATKINS:

“Since 2015, over 100 of our staff and clients have used the awe! 
AM Certificate Course. All passed the IAM’s Principles of AM exam.

“I strongly recommend it for gaining base-level competency.”

FUTURE BENEFITS – A holistic vision

1. By training tomorrow’s decision-makers, we’re creating a workforce 
that’s focussed on developing and delivering sustainable AM systems

2. By encouraging our strategic partners to co-operate with each other, 
their clients receive a fuller service.

? What is Asset Management?

www.asset-wisdom.com



 

 

 
 
Project: Conservation Works at Victoria Quarter 
Submitted by: Aura Conservation 
 
The Conservation works carried out at the Victoria Quarter (VQ) in the Centre of Leeds is a perfect example of a major 
restoration scheme undertaken in the most sympathetic manner, preserving the Grade II listed buildings by taking them 
back to their original condition.  
 
CHALLENGES 
 
The city-center location and the complex nature of this project posed some interesting challenges. The owner, 
Hammerson, whilst wanting to restore the building to its former glory, wanted to do so with as little impact to 
operational retailers as possible. Therefore, the scaffolding was designed with a large gantry above the shopfronts for 
retailers access with legs ensuring that as much as possible of the pavement area remained open. This large gantry was 
used as a loading bay (out of hours) for all incoming materials and storage of debris for removal. It was hoarded to 
recreate the individual shopfronts and then the face of the scaffolding covered in a digital wrap depicting the actual 
elevations of each buildings. Traffic management plans carefully developed to minimise disruption to neighbouring 
properties and businesses. The site was managed by two overlapping site managers from 5.00am to 4.30pm daily. All 
deliveries were carried out outside operating hours of the VQ retail units. Each of the terracotta domes which were 
being replaced weighed in excess of 25 tonnes; the utmost attention to detail was taken with regards to movement 
around site and health and safety issues associated. Site security was managed with CCTV and alarms behind the digital 
wrap.  
 
RESEARCH, TIMESCALES AND PLANNING 
 
Prior to the works commencement, research was carried out using aerial platforms to enable tactile surveys of the 
facades. Upon appointment, we worked closely with Hammerson to agree a bespoke mobilisation schedule that 
reflected timelines and also fully addressed risks and critical elements through the mobilisation phase; a large part of 
the project planning in this phase was procurement. During this mobilization period, we developed our supply chain 
within the Yorkshire area ensuring any new inclusions were vetted and approved and then agreements were put into 
place to ensure each supplier could comply with our working programme for the project to negate the risk of potential 
delays. The programme also had to be carefully developed to accommodate the 26 week period for terracotta 
manufacture. The new terracotta required on the project was produced by ‘Hathern Terracotta’, one of the only two 
production companies in the UK and research was carried out with them to ensure the replacement terracotta matched 
the original profile and characteristics of the block exactly. Hathern still use traditional methods of production using 
experienced highly skilled craftsmen. Modern gas fired kilns now replaced the traditional brick kilns of the early 1900’s 
giving far greater control over firing temperatures. Lucideon; a global independent expert in materials analysis were 
appointed to test the original 1900’s materials and the new materials to check the compatibility, durability and 
weathering characteristics. They also assisted decisions over the level of glaze to be used on the blocks.  
 



TECHNIQUES 
 
Where terracotta blocks were considered to be repairable, they were carefully repaired using small threaded stainless 
steel dowels set in thermoset resins. The face of the terracotta being restored is in a homogeneous colour matching the 
epoxy resin to be as unobtrusive as possible and durable. Modern roofing systems were used for replacing the parapet 
gutters whilst ensuring the aesthetics of the 1900s building remained unaltered. This project, whilst using traditional 
materials has benefitted from modern techniques of accessing the works, lifting and distribution of materials, and 
construction of a contained scaffold area allowing major works to be carried out virtually unnoticed.  
 
LEGACY 
 
The owners of the Victoria Quarter, Hammerson PLC, are delighted with the results of the conservation project. The 
project has received a lot of interest in conservation circles and within Leeds City Council. The project has been a 
fantastic example of how a very large scale project can be carried out in the middle of a city centre almost unnoticed by 
the general public. We have also received a great deal of public attention and interest from the local community and 
Aura have given various tours around the site to members of the council, architects and interested parties. Now 
restored and returned to its prime condition, the magnificent building will be adored by future generations and 
continue to house the Victoria Quarter shopping centre in the heart of Leeds. The future maintenance of the building 
will be carefully managed with regular inspections of the building especially at parapet and roof level.  
 
SKILLS FOR THE FUTURE 
 
Taking on a large complex project such as this has enabled us to create employment opportunities within the local area 
by employing additional experienced craftsmen for the duration of the contract (at least). Due to the specialist nature of 
our work, all new employees must hold a heritage CSCS card. We were however also able to offer two apprenticeship 
positions to local students, giving them work experience and heritage skills. These apprenticeships were organised in 
conjunction with our client Hammerson and Leeds Council. Within the domes and roof structure, a lot of the original 
timber was replaced by apprentice craftsmen working alongside our highly-experienced tradesmen.  
In general, we ensure that our employees sustain and refresh their heritage skills by attending as many training courses 
as possible. During the course of the project operatives have attended courses such as ‘lime mortars for traditional 
buildings’ to refresh their skills.  
 
Heritage skills utilised by Aura’s skilled craftsmen on this project particularly included, replacement of terracotta blocks, 
renewal of fixings, repointing using lime mortar, lead replacement and rebuilding structures to ensure they match the 
original profile exactly.  
 
WHY IS IT SPECIAL? 
 
Conservation achievements on this project included;  

1. Structural safety, ensuring building components were fixed securely to prevent any accidents and to uphold 
structural stability.  

2. Visual enhancements to the building therefore improving the appearance of Leeds City Centre.  
3. Aesthetically, the building looks exactly as it was first designed and created over 100 years ago now returned to 

pristine condition for the future.  
4. The complex activities were carried out causing the least possible disruption to the upscale retail units housed 

within the Victoria Quarter which remained operational throughout. Many customers were completely unaware 
of the activities taking place behind the scaffold wrap.  
 

 

    
 



BUILDING ON THE PAST – MANUFACTURING THE FUTURE

A 103 year old engineering workshop which used to 
make armaments for WWI is now producing 3D 
printed prosthetic hands for amputees, many of 
whom have lost their limbs due to armed conflict. 
Braime’s Lamp Works opened in Hunslet, Leeds in 1905 and the engineering works grew in 
several phases with the historic core of the site being developed between 1911-17. It narrowly 
escaped being destroyed in WWII when targeted bombing raids missed the works but 
destroyed neighbouring residential streets. The Grade II listed building, described as “a 
nationally important component of a specialised industry type”, has been sympathetically 
restored and rejuvenated and is now home to the �rst school 
in the Leeds City Region to provide high quality academic and 
vocational training focused speci�cally on the advanced 
engineering and high-tech manufacturing sector. UTC Leeds 
is partnered with more than 60 businesses across the City 
Region including leading manufacturers and engineering 
companies such as Siemens, Unilever and Agfa. The University 
of Leeds is also a partner and has helped to mould the 
curriculum so that students are excellently prepared for entry 
to employment or university.

PRESERVING THE BUILDING’S 100 YEAR HISTORY

With its elaborate façade, distinctive six metre high arched 
windows and 103 year old steel roof trusses, it was important to 
retain the character of the turn of the century engineering works. 
Phil Woodhead, Senior Site Manager on the project describes: 
“We spent our first three months on site delicately un-building 
the building - retaining, refurbishing and exposing as much of 
the historic structure as possible.”

The external facades were retained together with the 103 year 
old steel roof trusses. The roof covering was carefully removed 
from the century-old steel trusses and the out-dated M&E 
services were stripped out. Only then could the process of 
installing new elements begin – three mezzanine �oors which 
create interesting learning spaces and maximise light �ow 
through the building. A new roof with large roof lights �ood the 
building with daylight and ef�cient new building services helped 
the building achieve its targeted BREEAM Very Good rating.  

CREATING A 21ST CENTURY LEARNING SPACE

With so little space on site, and the College’s open date �xed for 
September 2016, the team had to develop clever programme 
and logistics solutions. Throughout design development we 
worked closely with supply chain specialists to determine the 
scope of works, materials to be used and methodology. The cast 
iron framed arched windows were painstakingly restored using 
reclaimed glass and provided heritage skills training for the 
craftsmen who carried out the work. A secondary glazing system 
was then installed to achieve thermal and acoustic performance 
requirements. Unfortunately, the glazed wooden gables on the 
Hunslet Road elevation were beyond repair so a bespoke curtain 
walling system was designed to replace them and retain the 
pro�le of the originals.

The existing roof had been poorly maintained and reclamation of 
the roof covering was not viable but, with the support of our 
specialist roo�ng subcontractor, we were able to source a 
modern equivalent which matched the originals in size and 
colour and retained the distinctive roof pro�le of the building. 
The retention of the steel trusses inspired the approach to the 
design of the interior. The team didn’t want to cover up this 
feature of the original building so the design decision was taken 
to leave them exposed together with the new steel frame 
structure and building services. A reclaimed and refurbished 
pulley system provides a further historical reference to the 
building’s manufacturing heritage and is a prominent feature in 
the college’s central atrium.

MANUFACTURING THE FUTURE

The 5,200m2, state-of-the-art UTC Leeds has areas designated for 
heavy engineering, production lines, as well as classrooms and 
lecture-style theatres and a mini-factory to allow students to design 
and develop products and processes. The students are already 
improving the lives of people around the world through the 
production of the prosthetic limbs. Manufactured using advanced 
3D printers, the parts are sent to people in need - including those 
in Africa where children have lost limbs in landmine blasts. UTC 
Leeds Principle, Mark Kennedy said “The project is phenomenal 
and means UTC Leeds students can put their new 3D printing 
skills to the test in the most remarkable of ways. These 3D hands 
and arms can make once impossible tasks possible. Simple 
things like holding a ball, tying a shoelace or riding a bike 
suddenly become possible. They are life changing devices.” 

UTC Leeds is a superb example of how, with the conscious 
intent of all parties, we can build on our proud history of 
manufacturing and engineering to equip future generations 
with the skills they need to manufacture the future.

BUILDING ON THE PAST 

RISE Awards 2017 - Heritage Award for Restoration / Retrofit



Methodology and Expected Results
This doctoral research project will adapt a multi-method approach for assessing building performance and impacts upon occupants from measures implemented during
the ARBED I programme, developed in the successful Cardiff Metropolitan led KESS 1 project. In particular, occupant interviews, and utility bill analysis (see Fig 1). The
adapted methodology will include the use of the SF36 questionnaire and also medical records, to assess impacts of indoor air quality and thermal comfort upon
occupant behaviour and ultimately their health and wellbeing. The SF36 will collect occupant data on: i). limitations in physical activities because of health problems; ii).
limitations in social activities because of physical or emotional problems; iii). limitations in usual role activities because of physical health problems; iv). bodily pain; v).
general mental health (psychological distress and well-being); vi). limitations in usual role activities because of emotional problems; vii). vitality (energy and fatigue);
and viii). general health perception.

The KESS 2 doctoral research project is split into five work packages. WP1: Literature review (06/17-12/19); WP2: Monitoring – social and technical (07/17-06/18); WP3:
Analysis and development of KPIs repeatable methods (09/17-9/18); WP4: Refining KPIs and pilot training within Melin (03/18-10/19); WP5: Thesis, Examination &
Dissemination (11/19-06/20).

This project extends the learning from the previous three studies, and focusses on KPIs that benchmark how to educate occupants so that they can influence their own
health and wellbeing. KPI’s will include energy use and thermal comfort. In addition, applying these upgrades to traditional and non-traditional construction, testing and
monitoring the impacts upon the KPIs to the large scale retrofit programmes which Melin will be engaged with over the course of the project.

Abstract
This poster introduces a Knowledge Economy Skills Scholarship (KESS 2) doctoral research project that
commenced in May 2017, under the Low Carbon stream of the Welsh Government’s grand challenge
economic sectors. The research is in collaboration between Cardiff Metropolitan University and Being
Greener at Melin Homes, both in South wales, UK. The project is evaluating the impact of retrofit
upgrades to existing dwellings from a number of traditional and non-traditional construction types
built since 1940 in Wales’ convergence areas. The Being Greener team have undertaken, managed and
are currently managing some of Wales’ largest retrofit programmes (including ARBED I, II and ECO) to
dwellings in convergence areas and where occupants are in fuel poverty. The variables to be
investigated during the project include: i). occupant behaviour and education in relation to energy use
and utilisation of energy saving systems and controls, ii). Energy use, indoor air quality, fuel costs for
heating and power, and iii). the impacts upon fuel poverty and occupant health and wellbeing. Findings
from initial field work will lead to the development of key performance indicators in order to measure
how retrofit measures can contribute to the positive impact upon future generations of dwelling
occupants. Therefore, seeing improved environmental conditions in their homes with affordable
heating, thereby increasing the social connections between families and communities.

Jahic, D.*, Littlewood, J.R.*, Karani, G.^. Atkinson, J.*’ Bolton, D.”
*Cardiff Metropolitan University, Cardiff School of Art and Design, Sustainable & Resilient Built Environment group, Cardiff, UK.
^Cardiff Metropolitan University, Cardiff School of Health Sciences, Environmental Public Health group, Cardiff, UK.
‘Carbon Trust wales, Cardiff, UK. “Being Greener, Melin Homes, Cwmbran, UK.

Improving existing deprived dwellings in Wales: 
evaluating occupant thermal comfort and 
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There have been three completed and published studies that analysed the effectiveness of the retrofit
measures from the ARBED I programme on occupant fuel poverty, but not yet of ARBED II, or any follow-on
large scale retrofit programmes. The three studies recommended that further evaluation of the ARBED I and
ARBED II programmes need undertaking (Patterson, 2012; Woosey, 2012; Atkinson, 2015; Atkinson et al.
2015, 2016). In particular, conducting long term (12 month minimum) monitoring. This will comprise of
comparing external climatic conditions, internal thermal comfort and indoor air quality, since it is not certain
that occupants were completely alleviated from fuel poverty in the ARBED I programme of retrofitted
dwellings (Atkinson et al. 2015, 2016).

Figure 1: Overall energy and cost differences resulting from the retrofitted EWI 

(Atkinson et al, 2017)

Research Project Background
Wales has seen two strategic energy performance funding programmes known as ARBED from 2010-2011
(ARBED I) and from 2012-2014 (ARBED II) targeting existing dwellings for retrofit energy efficiency upgrades
(Welsh Government (WG), 2013). The need for addressing existing dwellings is that the majority of carbon
emissions and fuel poverty issues in dwellings in the UK, is from existing dwellings (Atkinson et al. 2016). The
UK and in particular Wales has some of the worst and inefficient from an energy perspective of all dwellings
within Europe, resulting in significant fuel poverty and potential impacts upon health and well-being of the
occupants (Welsh Assembly Government (WAG), 2010; Atkinson et al, 2015, 2016). As part of the Arbed
programmes, retrofitted measures included exterior wall insulation, renewable energy systems, new boilers
and heating controls (WAG, 2010; Hopper et al. 2012; Patterson, 2012). ARBED I was managed between
Registered Social Landlords, whereas ARBED II was managed by the Being Greener Business unit at Melin
Homes in south and west Wales, and by Willmott Dixon in mid and north Wales (Anon, 2015).
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What was not identified in any of the studies was the need for assessing the impacts of building retrofit measures on occupant health and wellbeing. For example, were
there any changes in indoor air quality and also thermal comfort, and how did they affect the building and subsequently the occupants themselves. Are occupants
healthier post retrofit, or have they experienced any health issues, the only known study to date was completed in 2016 and was limited to occupant interviews as the
data collection methods without any monitoring (Poortinga, 2017). This KESS 2 doctoral research project will investigate these health and wellbeing issues. KESS 2 is a
pan-Wales higher level skills initiative led by Bangor University on behalf of the Higher Education sector in Wales. It is part funded by the Welsh Government’s European
Social Fund (ESF) convergence programme for West Wales and the Valleys.



3. RESULTS:
IEQ in each location was
assessed in relation to the
international guidelines set
out in Table 1. Where
guideline limits or ranges
were not met they are
shown as red boxes for each
measured parameter.

A significant discovery was
the elevated concentrations
of formaldehyde, which
have since been removed.

ASSESSING HEALTH & WELLBEING OF STAFF AND STUDENTS IN THE ROSE BOWL, LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY
Paul Ajiboye1, Vyt Garnys1, David Hemming2

1 CETEC Foray (UK) Ltd, 2Leeds Beckett University (presently, Houses of Parliament)

Table 1:  International benchmarks for  IEQ

Parameter Guideline Limit or range (refs)

Carbon monoxide (CO) 9ppm (NABERS/LEED/WELL/WHO)

TVOC 500µg/m3 (NABERS/LEED/WELL)

Formaldehyde 100µg/m3 (NABERS/WHO)

Particulates, PM10 50µg/m3 PM10 (NABERS/LEED/WELL)

Particulates, PM2.5 15µg/m3 PM2.5 (LEED/WELL)

Ozone (O3) 80ppb (LEED/NEPM)

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 1000ppm (ASHRAE)

Temperature oC 21-24oC (ASHRAE)

Relative Humidity % 30-70% (ASHRAE)

Air speed <0.2m/s (NABERS)

Acoustic comfort 35-45dB (NABERS)

Lighting Horizontal >320 lux /
vertical >180 lux (AS1680)

Health 
criteria

Comfort  
criteria

CLASSROOM 513

CO2 CO TVOC Form.

PM10 PM2.5 O3
oC

RH Air sp dB lux

Contact Paul Ajiboye: paul.ajiboye@cetec.eu.com

1. INTRODUCTION:
In February 2017 an assessment of the 
Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) was 
undertaken in the Rose Bowl building to see 
how it was performing for occupants against 
the claim that  the BREEAM Excellent rated 
building had been designed with wellbeing 
in mind.

The National Australian Built Environment
Rating Scheme (NABERS) was used as the
relatively low-cost, high standard
assessment approach. It was also chosen as
it is an independent Government owned
scheme that has been around for about 10
years.

As part of the NABERS assessment
occupants were asked to complete a
satisfaction survey.

2. METHODOLOGY:
Classrooms, offices and a lecture theatre were all analysed to
give a representation of the different uses of space within the
building.

Measurements were taken using calibrated scientific instruments 
over one day during the morning and afternoon.
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Fig. 2: Sample locations & 
results
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4. SURVEY RESULTS OF THE OCCUPANTS:

1 = very dissatisfied 
4 = neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
7 = very satisfied

All buildings refer to the total average of results across 
the international survey database

Chief complaints related to temperature being too high 
in summer. Noise levels in offices were also a source of 
dissatisfaction. 

5. OUTCOMES:

 Ventilation rates increased to remove Formaldehyde

 Set points adjusted to reduce temperatures

 Acoustic barriers being considered in offices

 Re-assessment of IEQ to take place after all remedial actions

 Other buildings to undergo similar IEQ assessment
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Fig. 3: Occupant satisfaction survey summary
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Research Innovation 

From 2004 - 2008, Alison Watson worked on the UK Labour government's 'Building Schools for the Future' 
programme, and was invited to take part in a number of Contractor led Student Engagement Workshops to 
support enterprise education and careers advice and guidance. She found many of the initiatives offered to 
schools somewhat tokenistic and largely a box ticking exercise for employer's Community Benefits Key 
Perfomance Indicators and Corporate Social Responsibility policies. 


She found that young people, despite possessing 21st century digital capability in, for example, the use of 
social media and gaming technology, had little way of discovering how those skills apply to the incredible range 
of careers that contributed to every building and every bridge, everywhere in the world. Careers advice offered 
an extremely broad outline of the industry, largely focusing on manual crafts and trades, and also missed out 
the exciting, inspiring information that planted the seed in the minds of children sat in UK Classrooms. It also 
largely ignored STEM focused, professional careers.


In 2009, supported by academic leads in the Schools of Education, Architecture and the Built Environment at 
Liverpool John Moores University, Alison led a period of research spanning three years, to develop a new way 
of teaching and learning. She consulted with school senior leaders and teachers, and especially with young 
people whose thoughts and ideas helped her to develop her concept. This research formed the basis of a new 
through-school curriculum that became the Design Engineer Construct! 
(DEC!) learning programme, and would serve to challenge and inspire young 
people AND their teachers in years to come. To facilitate delivery of the 
programme, Alison established social business Class Of Your Own Limited, 
with am ambition to transform built environment education once and for all.


Design, Engineer, Construct!® ("DEC!") is a learning programme and suite of qualifications that offers learners 
the opportunity to develop a range of skills and knowledge fundamental to successful engagement in the 
professional aspects of the 21st Century digital Construction and Built Environment sector of industry, including 
architecture, engineering and surveying. Students develop a range of digital skills throughout the learning 
programme, including the use of digital modelling and analysis tools using industry standard software.


DEC! enables coverage of a wide range of general knowledge, understanding and competences, benefiting any 
young person aspiring to progress to technical and professional careers. It has the following key benefits:

• devised in consultation with leading industry consultants, professional bodies and universities

• clear and flexible unit based structure referenced to the European Qualifications Framework (EQF).

• straightforward assessment of competence in real contexts

• grading through controlled exams introduced progressively from KS3 to KS4 and KS5.

• provides a focus for continuing professional development for teachers 

• use of industry standard technologies and practices to provide young people with the work ready skills

• gaining practical experience needed to underpin lifelong learning

• increasing the knowledge needed to transfer skills and understanding between contexts

• reinforcement of learning in core subjects of English, Maths and Science


• developing practical skills in creativity and problem solving

• developing an understanding of their place in the community and society

• developing responsible attitudes to working with other people

• developing the skills to work collaboratively with information technology

• developing skills in critical evaluation and feedback.


Sustainability 

The theme of Sustainability runs throughout the programme, from a social, 
environmental and economic point of view, and students discover how to 
minimise their own, and their community’s, impact on the planet through role 
play and project based learning. They understand the value of inclusivity and diversity, designing for a world 
where everyone matters.

Learners understand issues related to sustainability in construction projects, and from 11 years old they can:

• define sustainability

• identify ways in which sustainability affects their local community

• identify the range and depth of knowledge in their local community related to sustainability

• present sustainability issues to a relevant audience (community, contractor, client)

• identify and communicate ways of improving sustainability in their local community

Enterprise  

The Adopt A School scheme provides organisations with the opportunity to offer a genuine student engagement 
programme leading to recognised qualifications, particularly where a live project is taking place.


Adopters provide schools with a minimum 5 working days school engagement per annum, and access to live 
projects for site visits. They provide opportunities to engage teachers and through mentorship and work 
shadowing, and, through links to industry wide initiatives, support the provision of employment opportunities for 
young people through work experience weeks and dedicated internships during sixth form study.


Most importantly, Adopters are developing a ‘home grown’ talent pipe of work ready, knowledgeable young 
professionals who understand the diverse pathways into a great British industry.


The COYO ‘Adopt A School’ scheme has been developed to address the 
serious lack of young talent in the Built Environment. It utilises the collective 

influence of industry and academia to provide a unique opportunity to work 
together and “gift” the Design Engineer Construct!® learning programme to schools across the UK through a two 
year funded programme that supports specialist teacher training and student opportunities.

Delivering a 21st Century curriculum  
for a 21st Century world



Be the BEST 

Class Of Your Own helps employers and 
Universities to support the training and 
development of Built Environment Specialist 
Teachers. If Britain is to be a world leader in 
Sustainability and Built Environment, it must also 
provide world class teaching at all levels. 


Teachers of Design Engineer Construct! have 
different experiences and backgrounds with most, 
but not all, being Design Technology teachers, and 
few having direct experience of the Construction and Built Environment sector. Class Of Your Own 
is determined to support all teachers of DEC! as they develop and extend their teaching skills, and 
their knowledge and understanding of this vital sector of the economy. Participation in a bespoke 
training programme enables teachers to identify achievements and CPD needs through 
engagement in activities and interactions that directly impact teaching and learning. The aim is to 
develop a highly skilled and super effective body of teachers who are able to build on proven 
pedagogical skills to become experts in project based learning, and to be the voice of a much 
misunderstood yet exciting sector of industry.


The BEST programme sets out to help teachers by:


• developing their knowledge and understanding of the Construction and Built Environment sector, 
in particular of the professional and technical careers that are currently experiencing a massive 
skills gap in terms of new recruits to the sector


• developing their skills in managing programmes of study that include working alongside external 
support from industry partners, ensuring high value learning opportunities for all their learners.


• developing and recognising their skills in project based learning, ensuring inclusive, engaging 
projects are used to underpin and enhance learning and achievement for all learners.


The training programme encourages every teacher to "strive to maintain and improve their 
professional knowledge and to contribute, to the best of their ability, to the knowledge and 
understanding of their profession as a whole and of Design Engineer Construct! in particular."

It is designed to help individuals be successful teachers of DEC!, supporting and facilitating both 
professional development for the individual and teaching and learning outcomes for students. 


Teachers are encouraged to provide evidence so that they can recognise their new skills and 
practice. The sharing of resources also enables teachers to access the very best contributions from 
colleagues and from industry supporters across the network of DEC! schools.

Evidence might include:


• teaching and learning resources prepared by DEC! teachers 

• materials supplied by industry partners

• events/courses/activities undertaken by teachers or learners 

• distance learning/communications - interactions with guide teachers 

• personal study - research projects, higher level degree modules

• professional affairs - voluntary work for the profession, Teachmeets and other activities. 

• communications with school adopters and any industry based professional bodies

• any activity which is intended to aid personal development as a DEC! teacher.


THE FUTURE OF CONSTRUCTION  

DEC! is not just a qualification, it's a 
whole learning experience.  
The programme starts in Key Stage 3 in 
lower secondary school, giving plenty of 
time for children to improve their 
knowledge of our incredible industry. 
It affords learners a real opportunity to 
understand the application of STEM 
subjects, and improve their literacy and 
numeracy.  

This is the outcome…..





 
 

Central Square is a landmark new office led mixed use complex located in Leeds City Centre. The scheme 

provides high quality, highly sustainable office accommodation at the upper levels above restaurants and shops at ground 
floor. The building provides the largest office floor plates available in the city of 25,000 ft² net, arranged so they are capable 
of sub-division, providing flexible and highly efficient floor space.  
 

Central Square was designed with energy efficiency in mind, from passive measures such as high air tightness to active 
measures such as variable volume invertor driven heating and boosted cold water pump sets. The air sealing of the 
building is designed to 2.7 m3(h.m2) @50 Pa, an uplift over building regulations with enhanced U-values over building 
regulations. LED lighting has been installed throughout to reduce future maintenance and lower running costs.  
 
Organic response lighting control has also been provided with a self-regulating control system. Kinetic energy harvesting 
on lifts reduces energy consumption and Central Square has the first use of a zero carbon syngas CHP (Combined Heat & 
Power) unit which will generate the total hot water demand (domestic and heating) and provide electricity to the building 
through the use of advanced gasification. Other efficiency measures include high COP (co-efficiency of performance) air 
source heat pumps. These achieve an EER of 3.87, reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions, and are complete 
with full CO2 switching. They enable fresh air demand to suit carbon dioxide levels within each internal space and are 
operationally linked to provide heat recovery on all air systems. Grey water harvesting assists with water conservation and 
allows reuse in the building, with all toilets having dual flush sensor flows and showers which are low flow. Automatic 
sensor spray Monobloc mixer taps also reduce the amount of water used.     
 
Central Square features a high performance facade design. All detailing is robust in line with BREEAM requirements and in 
the selection and use of all building materials it was important to consider their impact on emissions associated with 
extraction, manufacturing, transport and the potential to reuse or recycle. Our strategy aimed to minimise environmental 
impact, sourcing from suppliers with an environmental management system in place. Where appropriate, we specified 
either A or A+ rated materials as defined in BRE’s Green Guide to Specification. We endeavoured to source local materials 
to minimise transport to site. All internal finishes have very low levels of volatile organics with a high recycled content. 

Offsite unitised construction, using materials including stone, brick and aluminium glazing was chosen for speed of 
erection, quality control and ease of installation. These lightweight façade materials were specified to reduce the impact on 
structure thereby reducing steel tonnage. This initiative, combined with a plated cellular beam being used, which allows the 
structure to be pushed into the ceiling void with services passing through the circular holes of the beam - ultimately helps 
to limit the overall height of building. Major materials were chosen with a design life of 40 years plus, and all are low 
maintenance. The glazing is specified to BES 6001 accreditation (responsible sourcing) and ISO 14001 (environmental 
system) the only glass manufactured to these standards at the time. Existing foundations installed on a previous 
development saved around 3,600 cubic metres of concrete (or 450 cement lorry loads). 

DLA we worked closely with the building management company early in the design process to integrate into the design 
how best to deal with refuse collection, accessibility, access control and security, fire strategies throughout the building and 
dealing with future fit out construction works, including accommodating of very specific maintenance cleaning equipment 
on site. Active measures were taken to reduce running costs for the building, which is outlined in the section(s) above. 

 
The HCA employment densities guide suggests that the scheme will eventually generate around 3,000 jobs, which will be 
of direct benefit to those employed, as well as the wider local economy via other local businesses where earned income 
will be spent. The scheme also generated around 45 jobs during the construction stage. It also directly benefits the city by 
creating a new and much needed offer for large floor plate office space, which the city was not currently able to offer. The 
scheme delivers both social and economic benefits for both the immediate locality and the wider City through image 
improvements, improved and additional social infrastructure and both direct and indirect economic effects. There were 
numerous educational site visits undertaken to inspire young people from local schools and universities. 

 
The site which Central Square now occupies had been left empty for several years following the demolition of the Royal 
Mail sorting office circa 2003. The scheme brings a new offer to the City, in the form of a publicly accessible “winter 
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garden”, with nearly 80% of the site area being accessible to the public. The reinvigorated external open space and 
improves this area of the city as a destination - benefiting the general public as well as the new and existing businesses in 
the area. 

 

       
 
M&G, the building owners passionately drive the “Wellness Building Standard” which focuses on the wellbeing of 
building users and how they interact with it. M&G quoted that “In order to ensure the success of our business, we 
need to be increasingly alive to a range of societal, environmental, and economic challenges. A high BREEAM rating is 
mandatory for our new office developments and continues to underpin our Responsible Property Investment (RPI) policies. 
With the current increase in occupiers focusing on the wellbeing of employees, this rating enables us to attract the best 
corporate tenants. Furthermore, by lowering running costs via new and improved technologies, we can improve tenant 
satisfaction and ultimately retain them in the building for longer.” 
 
A joined up approach to the sustainable agenda ensured that holistic, sustainable design is at the heart of the building 
philosophy. This strategy integral to the delivery of a health and well-being agenda for building users and delivers the 
opportunity for future building flexibility. The design team adopted an incremental three stage approach to sustainability: 
“passive, active, renewable”. 

 
Passive: 
• High levels of air tightness 2.7m3/(h.m2) @ 50 Pa, 
• U-values improved over Part L Building Regulations creating a well-insulated envelope, 
• Promotion of natural day-lighting and views out of the building, 
• Promotion of a naturally ventilated untempered winter garden and atrium, 
• Shading to south facing facades, reducing solar gains, 
• Lower G-value’s improved glazing solar performance with whilst maintaining a high level of light transmittance. 
• Integration within the surrounding area: the site is close to the train 

Station, well served by local bus services with extensive cycle parking and shower facilities. 

 
Active: 
• Highly efficient plant including air conditioning systems with C02 sensors and speed controls, heat recovery and low 

fan powers, 
• Sophisticated, efficient building services controls to improve occupant comfort. 
• Low water use WC’s & taps with leak detection and out of use shut off. 
• High efficiency LED lighting with organic response lighting control. 
• Photocell daylight dimming controls to all areas. 

 
Renewable/LZC technologies: 

 Use of an advanced gasification CHP, annual energy from renewable sources of 4.35 kWh/m2 and associated CO2 
emission reduction of 0.056 kgCO2/m2. 

 VRF air conditioning with an annual energy demand of 16.76 kWh/m2 and CO2 emissions of 2.88 kgCO2/m2. 
During constriction, Wates adhered to this enhanced specification throughout the works and delivered a compliant project. 

        



 
 

 
RISE AWARDS 

Category 12: Education and Training 
 
Company - Interserve Construction Limited - Strategic Projects 
Project – Defence National Rehabilitation Centre (DNRC) 
 
Some background to the DNRC 
 
Interserve are building what is likely to be one of the 
world's best clinical rehabilitation centres for the 
armed forces, and potentially the nation, on a site in 
the Midlands. This will replace the current facility at 
Headley Court and will significantly increase capacity 
and facilities to treat our wounded service personnel. 
The new facility is being built on the Stanford Hall 
Estate in Loughborough, combining the refurbishment 
of the listed Stanford Hall and a state of the art new 
medical rehabilitation facility and living quarters.  In 
2015, Interserve Construction Ltd (ICL) won the main 
works contract (£200m+) to construct the Defence 
facility at the DNRC. ICL began construction on the Stanford Hall Estate on 24 August 2015, marking the start of a 3 
year programme of building work leading to handover to the Ministry of Defence in 2018. At this point the new 
buildings will become the operational site for the Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre when it relocates from its 
current home at Headley Court in Surrey. 
 
Education and Training through the DNRC 
 
We have taken the opportunity of working on such a prestigious 
project both nationally and locally to tackle a wider problem within 
the construction industry and challenge the perception of the 
industry in young people. Through STEM events (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Maths) we are trying to encourage the 
younger generation to pursue careers in this sector. 
 
Since the beginning of March this year, we have delivered 6 different events, donating 100 hours of our staff’s time 
and engaging with roughly 450 students, all of which has been completely voluntary. As part of this we have also 
tried to target all age groups and abilities with the ages ranging from Year 7 students through to Second Year 
University students, and high-flyers to students with learning difficulties. We have 18 different STEM ambassadors 
on this project with further training scheduled for more staff to take part, including some our partners/sub-
contractors. 
 

The events that we have undertaken include: a bridge building exercise 
(7 Days’ worth in 2 different schools), Careers Evenings (x2), Meet the 
Experts evenings, Site Visits, What’s My Job talks, Mock Interviews and 
more. Further to these events, we have also developed relationships 
with 2 different schools and are looking to do further events leading 
into the new school year. 
 
This has been extremely challenging to balance such a commitment 
whilst building such a large and demanding project, but something we 

have been more than willing to manage in the hope that we can demonstrate what a fascinating, challenging and 
intellectual industry we work in. From all of these events, we have noted the positive reaction and interaction from 
many of the students, in particular in practical exercises and careers evenings, and have no doubt that design and 
construction roles will be considered as career choices by students we have worked with. 
 
To date on this project, we have engaged nearly1000 individuals/students and over 220 hours of our staff time 
which will increase before we hand over in April 2018. 
 
We believe that our work through the STEM events sets a precedent for the construction industry and pushes the 
industry further to consider how projects like this can engage, encourage and educate future generations. As a 
large Contractor we have never carried out as much community consultation and engagement, and feel that our 
efforts go significantly beyond the norm in equipping the workforce and society of the future. 

 

http://www.interserve.com/


Meeting with the Minister for Water in Banjul

The user interface, developed by Visualwind Ltd. shows 
MANTIS-fitted pump locations

The Head of Rural Water Supplies, Gambia 
with MANTIS unit

MANTIS
“Monitoring and Analytics To Improve Service”

Improving the sustainability of access to water in the developing world

Water scarcity affects more than 40 per 

cent of the global population and is 

projected to rise (UN)

THE NEED: 

➢ Worldwide, 780 million people live 
without basic and reliable water 
supplies. Many rely on hand pumps 
for their water supply but at any one 
time a third of pumps are not 
working.

➢ Hand operated community water 
pumps in rural areas can remain out 
of service for a long time because of 
their remote location. 

➢ This causes hardship in the 
communities that rely on them and 
represents wasted investment for 
those organisations that supply them 
– many of whom rely on charitable 
donations.

HOW IT WORKS:

The MANTIS monitoring unit is a self-
contained, self-powered remote 
monitoring device for water hand 
pumps. It detects daily pump use 
patterns.

Drawing on the ubiquitous African 
mobile network, MANTIS uses SMS to 
communicate daily with a web-hosted 
user interface, enabling subscribers to 
view the operational status or remote 

hand pumps. pumps. 

THE PROJECT:

EMS and Leeds Beckett University 
(LBU) have worked together since 2014 
to develop MANTIS.

MANTIS transmits data about the 
performance of a rural hand pump to 
an online interface without the need 
for physical inspection of the pump.

The MANTIS system was developed 
around five key principles,

MANTIS is:

1. SIMPLE and appropriate 
technology for its specific context 
2. CHEAP to produce, deploy and 
operate
3. EASY to install and gives clear 
information
4. DURABLE - it has a 5 year 
battery life, is hidden in the pump and 
has no secondary value
5. MINIMALIST; its job is to 
indicate whether the pump works, 
doesn’t work, or is about to fail

These principles make MANTIS 
distinctive. Other monitoring solutions 
are complex, expensive and not 
designed for the market. Beyond the 
prototype, MANTIS is designed to be 
mass-produced and widely distributed.

Our in-country contacts: the Rural
Youth Development Organisation in Sierra 
Leone, and the Glove Project and 
Department for Rural Water Supplies in 
the Gambia, have located test sites for us 
and helped us secure 
permission to trial the units from central 
authorities, area and village chiefs., local 

RESULTS:

December 2016-January 2017 
• 10 units fitted to pumps in locations across the Bumpe

Ngoa Chiefdom, Sierra Leone
April-May 2017
• 10 units fitted to pumps in Gambia (3 on the  South Bank, 

7 on the North Bank in the Lower Niumi region)

It doesn’t look much, but this little unit can 
help hundreds of people to maintain access 

to safe drinking water

Water scarcity affects more than 40 per 
cent of the global population and is 

projected to rise (UN)

Over the next five years, an additional 168 million people will 
be connected by mobile services across Africa, reaching 725 

million unique subscribers by 2020 (GSMA)

The project team: Leeds Beckett University, 
Environmental Monitoring Solutions Ltd., 
Visual Wind Ltd. the Rural Youth 
Development Organisation and the Glove 
Project NGO, are proud of MANTIS

THE PILOTS:

MANTIS has been successfully trialled in 
Sierra Leone and the Gambia in West 
Africa

Data packets are analysed and displayed on the web interface. 
Data are interpreted to understand pump use patterns. In this 
example from Gambia, we recognised the pump fault which 
was confirmed by a site visit. With more data we will be able 

to predict pump faults in a range of failure cases. re.

© EMS Ltd. 2017

System architectureSystem architecture



MANTIS
“Monitoring and Analytics To Improve Service”

Improving the sustainability of access to water in the developing world

© EMS Ltd. 2017

NEXT STEPSCHALLENGES

ENGAGEMENT: 

➢ Engagement: the challenge is not just technical. The 
pump is central to the village and we need to 
explain to people what we are doing and why. The 
work creates a lot of interest

➢ The government bodies with responsibility for 
water supply are important stakeholders

➢ Local knowledge is essential. The GLoVE project 
and RYDO provided links with stakeholders, 
transport, guidance, advice and introductions to 
village dignitaries

MANTIS community engagement by Joseph of the 
Rural Youth Development Organisation in Sierra Leone

INFRASTRUCTURE:
➢ Testing the newly installed system can be 

challenging where electricity supply, and 
therefore mobile signal, is sporadic

➢ Rural roads are virtually impassable during 
the rainy season

ACCESS:

MANTIS collects data from remote locations. 
Getting to these locations to fit the units can 
be difficult.

NEW PILOT IN INDIA: 

An LBU student will fit a MANTIS unit  in Pimpalogaon Dhum, Dindori, Maharashtra 
State, India this summer. 

We look forward to the unit checking in! to the user interface

We have proved the MANTIS concept on a limited budget.
Funding is now needed to develop 

MANTIS for the market. 

The team are currently exploring potential funding mechanisms

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT MANTIS, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF 

THE TEAM:

Dr Andy Swan, School of the Built Environment and Engineering, Leeds Beckett 
University
A.D.Swan@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
Janet Mulcrone, Business Development Manager, LBU, 
j.mulcrone@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
Prof Pete Skipworth, Managing Director, Environmental Monitoring Solutions Limited,
Pete.Skipworth@em-solutions.co.uk
Dr Louise Walker, Innovation Consultant, EMS Ltd. 
louise.walker@em-solutions.co.uk

Our driver in the Gambia keeping the audience entertained

SUSTAINABILITY:

Local pump mechanics and water resources 
technicians need to be trained in how the 
system works

The ferry to the North Bank of Gambia

Travel hitch in Sierra Leone

The pump at Sami school

mailto:A.D.Swan@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
mailto:j.mulcrone@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
mailto:Pete.Skipworth@em-solutions.co.uk
mailto:louise.walker@em-solutions.co.uk


Consolidation of the Primary School was required due 

to the ageing buildings no longer being fit for purpose, 

as well as the increasing number of families with young 

children in the area. The school currently proves im-

practical, due to it being split across two separate sites. 

This makes it difficult for not only the school to run in 

unison, but also for parents and carers to get their chil-

dren to school, if they have children in different key 

stages.  

The impressive new 420 place school, with additional 

foundation units, comprises of 17 classrooms over two 

floors with generous learning space, small group 

rooms, fully equipped staff room and sizable multipur-

pose hall. 

 

 

 
The main contractor, William Birch, who were ap-

pointed to complete the works following the origi-

nal contractor going into liquidation, have strived to 

get involved at the earliest opportunity in order to 

get the school completed in time for the return of 

the children after the October half term. The com-

pletion project has come with challenges which 

have needed the contractor and project to work 

wholly as a team in order to overcome the issues.  

In addition to working hard to finish the school, Wil-

liam Birch have set aside time to get involved with 

the children and have organised a unique visit from 

local children's author, Val Robertson. As well as or-

ganising  the fun assembly to involve the children, 

Birches are also providing books for the children to 

take into the new school with them.  

William Birch have worked with ERYC to provide 

work for local tradesmen, offer staff tool box talks 

and provide the community with more than just a 

school, but also to turn around a half completed 

building into a new school within a tight timeframe. 

Project Overview  

Considerate Contractor 
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ST NICHOLAS PRIMARY SCHOOL, BEVERLEY St Nicholas Primary School is being transformed 

from a crowded, outdated school, split across two 

different locations, into a modern, amalgamated Pri-

mary School fit for learning. The project has faced 

many issues during the journey from concept design 

to construction, requiring full engagement from all 

involved.  

From the highly competitive tender submissions 

back in 2015 to the main contractor going into liqui-

dation at a crucial point in the build, the construc-

tion of St Nicholas Primary School has required inte-

gration and collaboration every second of the way.  

With the October term beginning on the 6th of No-

vember, the final push is on to complete the building 

as a team in the weeks holiday before both children 

and teachers return to learn. 

Collaborative Working 
All Project teams, both internally and externally came 

together as one, striving to keep the project going dur-

ing the difficult periods faced. Communication and 

working relationships have been key throughout the 

life of the project in order to provide the school with a 

safe, practical and stylish school in the heart of the 

community in the historic town of Beverley.  

However, the project has come with its difficulties. 

With the new school being built on the same site as 

the current, the different areas have needed to be sec-

tioned off for safety and efficiency purposes. In addi-

tion to this, the large build was undoubtedly going to 

be seen as an inconvenience to some residents, due to 

the scale of the build. Both contractors have done their 

best to minimise disruption while continuing with the 

build. 

The teachers, school and local residents have had con-

stant, close involvement every step of the way, in order 

to make the eventual transition as smooth as possible 

for all those involved. The children in particular were 

engaged early on as they were shown the designs for 

the new school, with contractors talking through both 

the construction and look of the building so they could 

better understand the processes involved and to show 

them how the school will look.  

Both the project team and contractor were able to 

minimise the impacts as best they could by carrying 

out letter drops, speaking to residents and hosting in-

formation evenings to explain the inconveniences 

which may arise.  

The integration of such a large team, from many differ-

ent companies was challenging due to the number of 

people involved and the complexity of the site and 

scheme. After the first main contractor went into  ad-

ministration, the project ceased on site and a 6 week 

delay was incurred before we could assign a new con-

tractor. The project team includes; 

 Project Management & Site Supervision – ERYC In

-house 

 Main Contractor – William Birch and Sons Ltd 

(With Structural,  Civil Engineering and M&E sub-

contracted under William Birch.) 

 Architecture - HLM 

 Landscape Architecture - NPS 

When first establishing what the school wanted and 

needed, they didn’t expect much more than a standard 

school with basic functional rooms and resources. 2 

years later, and 1 month from completion, the school 

have an ultra modern building with great facilities both 

indoors and outdoors, including a large food technolo-

gy room and MUGA pitch for all weather sports. The 

school are very excited that the build is nearing com-

pletion and that they will soon be able to use the new 

facility. 

 

Head Teacher Liz Pollard has said “A new school     

building amalgamating all the children on one 

site has been a dream for so long for all of us 

here.“ 

Michael Raven 

01482 395915 

East Riding of Yorkshire Council, County Hall HU17 9BA 

michael.raven@eastriding.gov.uk 



In 2011 the Council set our teams a Mission ‘to ensure all our construction 

sites are the safest possible’, and they were set ‘a target of zero reportable 

accidents’.  This was to be achieved by working collaboratively with our external 

partners, including both contractors and their supply chain as well as consultants, 

and the in-house professional teams and Direct Labour workforce. 

 

They were tasked with organising events, meetings and systems to share best 

practice, training, processes and procedures.  The Vision was for a continual 

ongoing programme to cover changes in legislation, case law and best practice 

advice.  It was to be needs based covering topics that our on-going 

programme of audits on construction projects, both design and site, show are 

required as well as issues flagged up by HSE, Association of Project Safety and 

construction media .  It was to include sharing template documents and providing 

other assistance especially to SMEs to assist them as required in the continuous 

change to health & safety legislation landscape. 

 

We consider the mission has been successful as substantiated by in the last 5 

years with an annual construction programme of £100m we have had no major 

incidents; and in 2014, 2015 and 2016 zero reportable Injuries, Incidents and 

Disease.  This is achieved both with our in-house and external partners to ensure 

we make a difference together.  

 

Five years on we have a highly dedicated, experienced and qualified in-house 

Construction Safety team who have a motto of Constant Vigilance.   

 

OUR HEALTH AND SAFETY CULTURE 

 

Our starting point was how to embed safety as a priority throughout concept, 

procurement, design, construct, completion and occupancy/ usage stages with our 

people and our partners.  Our vision was to establish a culture that Safety is 

included by Default, and not added as an afterthought.  We have established 

systems to ensure this occurs including audits at both design, construct and post 

project stages.   

However, it may sound like a cliché but we truly believe this means winning both 

the hearts and minds of our people and our partners.  Changing culture is not easy, 

and to implement a change across a range of organisations was always going to be a 

challenge, but to quote Michelangelo ‘The greater danger for most of us is not 

setting our aim too high and falling short but setting it too low and achieving it’. 

As part of our embedding a health and safety culture and to demonstrate that we 

work to the same standards as our private sector partners we have attained 

Registered Practice Status with the Association of Project Safety (both as Principal 

Designers and Client Advisors).  We are the only Local Authority to achieve this 

standard that also means we are registered with Safety Schemes in Procurement. 

All our systems are independently monitored, for example: 

 Our teams operate BSI certified ISO 9001 Quality Management systems that 

covers Health and safety 

 Our Environmental Management System is certified to ISO14001 and EMAS 

 We have Investors in People Gold Award 

 

 

WHAT WE DO 

 

We are currently working with a locally based SME to develop a bespoke 

electronic system to log, store and interrogate site audit reports.  The reports are 

completed on an ‘app’ on tablets or smart phones at the point of inspection 

removing the need for paper forms and automatically backed up on a web based 

system.  All reports are held in the same database and the system facilitates 

interrogation of these reports by various key elements such as location, 

contractor or issue.  This will allow improved analysis of issues and so facilitate 

better targeting of training, audits etc.  The system is backed up using a system of 

servers located across Europe thus significantly reducing any risk of data loss and 

access is available from any location. 

 

We provide training and template documents for in-house staff direct workforce, 

external contractors and their supply chains.  This mix of attendees facilitates 

sharing of information across disciplines. 

 

Items are also produced for local media and schools etc. to ensure the public in 

the local area are aware of any potential risk and planned works/ demolition. 

 

We carry out inspections/ audits on existing sites and structures already designed 

and constructed to check the Health and Safety files are available.  This information 

and process ensures that people are aware of any risks or hazards associated with 

the structures for maintenance/ future works.  We have also set up systems so the 

Health and Safety files are available electronically 24/7 including BIM models where 

available. 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION OF OUR RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

 

We have set up a Construction Design and Management (CDM) Steering Group 

to provide a structure to support all our management functions in relation to 

CDM requirements and to provide continuity within the Council.  Its key 

functions include:- 

 

 Provide a consistent approach in relation to Construction related projects 

 Carry out a programme of office/ site audits on our designers, DLO and 

contractors 

 Target efforts in areas that will provide maximum benefits in terms of health 

and safety 

 Assist in providing compliance to all applicable health and safety legislation, in 

particular to the CDM Regulations via appropriate training including in-house 

staff, contractors, supply chain, consultants and external clients 

 Raise awareness of the requirements of the regulations throughout the 

Council and with all our partners including their supply chains via workshops 

and joint training 

 Improve the planning and management of projects from conception to 

completion whilst highlighting and sharing good practice. 

 

Nominated managers who attend the steering group meetings are responsible for 

ensuring that the aims of the steering group are met.  They have all given a 

commitment that this is the case and that Health and Safety is their number 

one priority in delivering projects.  This commitment ensures we achieve a 

consistent and robust approach towards construction related health and safety.   

 

All contractors, operators and designers are checked for competence through our 

CDM protocol procedures to ensure all persons involved on a project have 

adequate skills, knowledge, experience and workers have sufficient instruction, 

training and supervision to operate safely on sites. 

 

 

HEALTH MANAGEMENT 

 

We have endeavoured to ensure an emphasis is maintained on the ‘health’ part of 

Health and Safety.  This is achieved in a number of ways but the commitment to this 

is demonstrated by the annual directorate Health and Safety awareness week known 

as DENSafe.  The 2016 DENSafe week included items such as: 

 Carry out a workplace health assessment 

 Reviewing arrangements for monitoring staff wellbeing and the wellbeing policy 

 Consider if any practices need changing in terms of the different stages of the 

working life – new starters, new supervisors, retirement etc 

 

In addition to DENSafe we have made two pledges with the Institute of Occupational 

Safety and Health (IOSH) relating to occupational cancer and silica dust. 

 

Guidance has been published on these campaigns on our Notice boards and 

construction site notice boards for all works carried out in the East Riding of 

Yorkshire. 

 

We are currently working with “Posturite” for the Physiological Effects of 

Occupational Sitting Vs Standing.  All relevant information has been made available via 

notice boards, leaflets and posters and tool box talks. 

 

As a result of World Mental Health Week we have spoken with members of staff who 

previously worked for the armed forces regarding Post Traumatic Stress Disorder to 

provide guidance and support. 

 

Awareness of Health issues is raised by various means including: 

 

 team meetings 

 council initiatives 

 council intranet system 

 in-house magazine 

 annual directorate health and safety awareness week (DENSafe week) 

 Training 

 Social media 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR RESULTS 

 
As previously stated the team’s mission is to ensure all our construction 

sites are the safest possible, with a target of achieving zero reportable 

accidents.  In the last 5 years with an annual construction programme of £100m 

we had no major incidents; and in 2014, 2015 and 2016 zero reportable Injuries, 

Incidents and Disease.   

 

This is achieved by working collaboratively with both in-house and external 

partners to ensure we make a difference together and by the provision of 

training.   

 

Local SME contractors have particularly benefited from such training provision as 

they can lack the resources of the larger, national firms.  All Council construction 

staff training includes a rolling programme of site visits to ensure staff are all 

familiar with how Health & Safety is actually implemented.  This is not only 

important for new people to the industry but also for design staff who may be 

mainly office based.  For more experienced staff the site visits include areas of 

work they are not normally involved with as we consider civil engineering staff 

may gain new safety ideas from visiting building sites and vice versa for building 

staff. 

 

The new electronic audit storage system referred to earlier will facilitate better 

targeting of training as it will be able to identify any trends in issues raised during 

site inspections/ audits. 

 

We consider that not only have we benefitted from our approach but so have our 

partner organisations i.e. consultants, contractors and their supply chains as we 

have all improved by collaborating together. 

 

IN SUMMARY 

 

We have developed a Health & Safety no blame culture where Health & Safety is 

given a high priority by all partners to work together, learn together and share best 

practice.  We believe that part of our success in this area is being client led and that 

we include the supply chain. 

 

We believe that Health & Safety has to be High profile and  Visible and not dealt 

with as an afterthought.  It should be simple to follow and able to be understood 

by all- there is no need for the processes and procedures to be complicated or for 

an industry to be made based on them.  The more usable they are the greater 

likelihood of them being followed.  We have received complicated construction 

phase plans for quite small projects and provided such contractors with an A4 2 

sided template that would suffice.  The same template is provided to contractors 

who don’t fully understand CDM Regulations 2015 with appropriate training. 

 

We believe that Health & Safety should always be a primary consideration in any 

construction project; Safety should be included by default and not added as an 

afterthought.  Systems should be implemented to ensure this occurs including 

audits at design, construct and post project stages.  If they don’t exist we will 

develop them, for example an app for site inspections in partnership with a local 

SME. 

 

We provide health & safety training for own staff and partners so they all learn and 

improve together, and ensure that Health and Safety files are readily available to all 

but especially designers and contractors. 

 

In the last 12 months a sample of our repeated shared training includes: 

 Compliance with CDM Regulations 2015 

 Site safety 

 Manual handling 

 Signing and guarding 

 Asbestos awareness 

 General training on what we expect with our 52 framework contractors 

 Standard templates for contractors that they can use aimed at SMEs 

 

We have also been approached to provide CDM Client advisor services to 

surrounding local authorities and businesses to assist them to meet the 

requirements of CDM 2015.  This is not something we sought but is a service we 

are happy to provide. 

 

We are committed to the highest standards, have been awarded the RoSPA 

Gold Award for the last 10 years gaining us the RoSPA president’s award and 

are ISO 9001 and ISO14001 certified. 
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The recent events of Grenfell have shown that, at all levels, there are situations to 

address with regard to Fire Safety.  Working with stakeholders and interested parties the Leeds 

Sustainability Institute is working to ensure that understanding is developed and the latest 

knowledge regarding standards, regulations and tests are available. 

The Leeds Sustainability Institute is working with interested partners, local authorities, architects, 

developer and stakeholders to restore confidence and provide direction.   

 

  

 

 

  

Leeds Beckett University  

Fire Safety Forum 

proposal 
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Lower Royd radical ‘whole house’ retrofit 
 

 

Radical whole house retrofit project at a 
West Yorkshire farmhouse and barn.  The 
project built on and developed previous 
work on deep retrofit with challenging 
solid wall constructions.   

The problem The need to improve the 
energy efficiency of buildings is an urgent 
priority to address both fuel poverty and 
climate change. Radical retrofit of much of 
the UK’s building stock will be required if 
we are to meet our climate commitments.  
Yet at present there is very little 
understanding within the industry as to 
how to safely achieve effective deep, or 
radical retrofit, particularly in the more 
challenging solid walled buildings.   Key 
considerations include: 

• ‘Whole-house’ methodology - it is 
now well recognised that there is a 
need to address the building as a 
system, rather as a patchwork of 
measures. 

• Performance gap – retrofit (like 
newbuild) is not performing as 
expected and designed. 

• Rebound effect – retrofit is not deep 
enough to deliver real energy savings. 

• Moisture issues – interstitial 
condensation and water movement 
are leading to health issues and 
building fabric damage.  

• Ventilation – effective and reliable 
ventilation solutions are needed for 
health and wellbeing.  

Background Green Building Store has 
developed extensive expertise in 
Passivhaus standard construction, and,  
since 2013, has been utilising and 
extending this expertise into innovative 
deep retrofit projects, including  its  Stirley 
Barn and Cumberworth retrofit projects.  
A particular challenge is to explore robust 
solutions for deep internal wall insulation 
for solid wall, highly exposed Pennine 
barns and farmhouses.  Robust solutions 
in these very challenging wall types will 
offer wider solutions for the industry 
throughout the UK. 

The site Lower Royd was a dilapidated 
Pennine farmhouse with an attached 
barn, which the clients wanted to convert 
into highly energy efficient living 
accommodation, while adding a new build 
extension.  The project is within the Peak 
District National Park, and is constrained 
for planning and aesthetic reasons, which 
necessitated the use of internal wall 
insulation.  The site is also particularly 
exposed to driving rain.   

Whole house strategy A whole house 
strategy was developed, modelled in 
Passivhaus Planning Package (PHPP) and 
WUFI hygrothermal modelling software.  
The key variant from previous projects 



 

was in the internal wall insulation system 
specified.  There are currently no entirely 
satisfactory solutions to this challenge on 
the UK market.  The aim for Lower Royd 
was to develop and test a new approach 
to IWI, which, in conjunction with the 
whole house strategy, might offer a model 
for others trialling leading edge 
approaches to deep retrofit in the UK. 

Internal wall insulation: the challenge. 
Learning from our previous projects, our 
specification for IWI was as follows. 

• Vapour and capilliary open, with high 
moisture holding capacity to deal with 
interstitial condensation and driven 
moisture. 

• Highly alkaline to inhibit any potential 
mould growth. 

• Self-levelling to deal with extremely 
uneven wall surfaces. 

• Good thermal conductivity ≤ 0.045 
W/m2K 

Internal wall insulation: the solution We 
were aware of a new plaster product, 
Diathonite Evolution, recently introduced 
into the UK by Ecological Building 
Systems.  This had primarily been used on 
historic properties, typically at thickness ≤ 
50 mm.  The product is a spray applied 
cork/lime/diatomaceous earth plaster 
with λ = 0.045 W/m2K. This would meet all 
of our key requirements, if suitable for 
use at 100 – 125 mm thickness to achieve 
a U value of 0.035 W/m2K, in line with the 
EnerPHit standard for deep retrofit.  It 
also offered an airtightness solution in 
itself as well as offering a hard, monolithic 
finish, required by the clients.   

Diathonite Evolution was spray-applied by 
the contractor in 25mm layers to build up, 
a day at a time, to a minimum depth of 
100 mm on external walls, then was 
finished with a final lime plaster coat.   

Energy performance 

Airtightness of building envelope: 1.4 h-1 @n50  

U values of individual building component thermal 
protection: 

• External wall: 0.366 W/m2K 
• Floor slab 0.105 W/m2K 
• Roof:  0.138 W/m2K 
• Windows: 0.75 W/m2K 
• Ventilation unit effective efficiency of 

heat recovery: 91.7 % 

Lessons learned As the first project in the 
UK to trial Diathonite IWI at the 100mm 
depth, our experiences of using the 
product are valuable to the wider 
construction industry.  We found 
Diathonite Evolution to be a useful 
product for uneven walls and where the 
risk of moisture and interstitial 
condensation is high. We did experience 
issues with the rate of drying out, and at 
present this is still being monitored. 
 
Conclusion The Lower Royd radical 
retrofit represents a development in 
Green Building Store’s understanding of 
the ‘whole house’ radical retrofit 
approach and developing approaches to 
minimising moisture risk when using IWI.   
The project is helping to inform other 
radical retrofits and ongoing academic 
research is being undertaken (eg heat flux 
tests and monitoring  moisture levels in 
the walls) . 
  

  

 
 
 
 

Green Building Store 

Heath House Mill, Heath House Lane, 
Golcar, Huddersfield HD7 4JW,  

Tel: +44 484 461705 
info@greenbuildingstore.co.uk, 
www.greenbuildingstore.co.uk 
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 How HAHN Plastics is Helping the Environment 

by Manufacturing 100% Recycled Plastic Products

1. During 2016 Hahn Plastics Ltd converted  nearly 5,000 tonnes of waste plastic into long-

lasting products for the construction and landscaping industries – an increase of 13% on 

2015. Figures for the first half of 2017 show that 2,856 tonnes of waste plastic have been 

converted by Hahn Plastics Ltd – an increase of 28% on the same period in 2016.

2. The volume of plastic recycled in 2016 by Hahn Plastics Ltd would occupy 444,506 cubic 

metres of landfill if expressed in terms of uncompacted PET and HDPE plastic bottles – 

sufficient to fill the playing surface at most Premier League football pitches to a depth of 

62 metres.

3. In 2016 Hahn Plastics Ltd converted nearly 580 million plastic bottle caps into useful 

products, a figure that equates to more than 8% of all bottle caps recycled annually in the 

UK.

W a s t e  P l a s t i c  
(Some Key Facts & Figures)

1.  35 million plastic bottles are used every day in the UK, of which 16 million are not put out for recycling (Recyclenow)

2.  World production of plastics amounted to 322million tonnes in 2015, with demand from Europe - EU28 plus Norway and 
Switzerland reaching 49 million tonnes (Plastics Europe)

3.  The Packaging industry was the largest user of plastics in Europe during 2015, accounting for 39.9% (19.55 million tonnes) of 
total demand

4.  “After a short-first-use cycle, 95% of plastic packaging material value or $80-120 billion annually, is lost to the economy” 
(Morgans Lykketoft, President of the UN General Assembly)

5.  “72% of plastic packaging is not recovered at all; 40% is landfilled and 43% leaks out of the collection system – that is, either it is 
not collected at all, or is collected but then illegally dumpred or mismanaged” (Morgams Lykketoft)

6.  “At least 8 million tonnes of plastics leak into the oceans each year” and “there are over 150 million tonnes of plastic waste in the 
ocean today” (World Economic Forum 2016, citing Lambreck et al)

7.  Ingestion of plastic debris or entanglement was recorded in 44-50% of all seabirds (Taylor et al published in 'Nature’)

8.  “In a business as usual scenario, the ocean is expected to contain 1 tonne of plastics for every 3 tonnes of fish by 2025, and by 
2050 more plastics than fish (by weight)” (World Economic Forum report)

9.  Almost 10% of global oil production is consumed by plastics – either as a feedstock or as a source of energy used in its 
production

10. Production of every 1,000Kg of Portland cement results in the emission of 927Kg of  (NRMCA), whereas recycling one CO2

tonne of plastics reduces emissions by 1.1-3 tonnes of  as compared with plastic from virgin fossil feedstock CO2

     (World economic Forum 2016 report

At HAHN Plastics Ltd, we believe that our 
position as the UK’s leading manufacturer of 
high performance recycled plastic products 
brings with it a responsibility to educate 
about the importance of recycling and to 
continue to develop new innovative products 
with recycled material. 

By mechanically recycling plastic from 
household and industrial collections, Hahn 
Plastics actively contributes to the protection 
of our environment and its resources. 
Compared to conventional processes, 
mechanical recycling (”turning old into new”) 
has proven to be especially eco-efficient and 
CO  reductive. By manufacturing products 2

from 100% recycled plastic, it is in many 
cases, diverting this waste going to landfill. 

®Finished products made from hanit  are also 
highly eco-friendly. Being chemically inert, 
they do not contaminate the environment in 
which they are used. They are made from 
100% recycled plastic and are also 100% 
recyclable. They are extremely cost effective 
as their durability and long life eliminates any 
maintenance or replacement costs, which 
further adds to the protection of our 
environment.

®
hanit  100% Recycled Plastic Products

Fish Baffles for the Environment Agency



Ÿ British Board of Agreement (BBA) Certificate 60 Years Service Life (Radiata 
Pine) - The service life will be much reduced if Timber used isn’t Radiata Pine

Ÿ Radiata pine is a major plantation species in the southern hemisphere (New 
Zealand, Australia and Chile) and therefore requires marine transport for use in 
other parts of the world

Ÿ Emissions from marine transport account for 3% of global greenhouse gases (800m 
tonnes of CO2 emissions in 2010) - European Commission Report

Ÿ An average of 927Kg of CO2 is emitted for every 1,000Kg of Portland cement 
produced in the USA (NRMCA report)

Ÿ A 1,500mm concrete header component weighs 70kg (Gibbons Contractors Ltd - 
New Zealand) i.e.: 8-times the weight of the similar length recycled plastic 
component 

Ÿ British Board of Agreement (BBA) Certificate 120 Years Service Life (Recycled Plastic 
Profiles)

Ÿ Recycled Plastic profiles are made through processing the domestically collected plastic
Ÿ The Eco-crib retaining wall is manufactured using intrusion moulded recycled plastic
Ÿ Eco-crib header widths are manufactured from 500mm to 3,000mm and without the need 

for steel reinforcement
Ÿ The Eco-crib components are far lighter than their concrete equivalent, with the heaviest 

item weighing 16.5Kg
Ÿ Eco-crib was used during construction of additional lanes for the A14, which was the first 

example of Eco-crib being used for a major highways project. 
Ÿ The Eco-crib mass gravity wall now supports over 400 linear metres of the A14 east 

bound carriageway, having been designed to support an environmental noise fence; 
withstand heavy goods vehicle loadings of 20kN/m² and be in accordance with BSEN 
1997-1:2004 Eurocode 7

Ÿ In 2017 -18  total 47 Eco-crib walls are being constructed on the M6 Motorway

 Vs     Recycled Plastic Crib WallTimber / Concrete Crib Wall

         New Eco-crib Wall Design Project
                Manufactured with 100% Recycled Plastic

CHALLENGE
Persimmon Homes' new housing estate in Stalybridge required a crib retaining wall system to retain the ground to the rear of the 

properties. Timber retaining walls would not provide the required lifetime (60 Years Service Life if Radiata Pine Wood is used 

otherwise much reduced lifespan) due to the recent legislation banning certain treatments of timber. Timber not only rots and 

decays, it also splinters, causing an unsafe environment for the family gardens.

The other option was concrete; but due to heavy weight the installation and transportation cost would have been huge (extensive 

CO2 emissions). The brittle nature of concrete results in cold cracks during winter so lifespan couldn’t compete with recycled 

plastic profiles.

Innovative Design & Durable Product
There was no existing system in place as the site was a new build. Through R&D at HAHN Plastics Eco-crib wall was designed to 

be used due to the long design life “Certified for 120 years from BBA” (Certificate # 12/H194).

This innovation has revolutionized the Building Industry; the attributes are countless but please find below few of the main ones 

compared to traditional alternatives timber / concrete:

· Recycled Plastic Products are Economical 

· Long lifespan - Certified for 120 years from BBA” (Certificate # 12/H194)

· Resistant to moisture - so 100% rot free

· Maintenance-free, no upkeep costs 

· Resistant to vandalism 

· Ideal construction material, especially for rugged profiles and precast elements 

· Cut to size on-site with hand held tools & no dust

· Splinter free – ideal in family homes

· Lifetime cost effective

SOLUTION
Persimmon Homes chose the hanit® Eco-crib recycled plastic retaining wall for its material benefits. Not only is it strong, durable, 
maintenance-free, weather and rot-resistant, it comes with a 120-year BBA approval, providing a reliable structure with a lifetime 
guarantee for their new builds. The product is also aesthetically pleasing due to its timber like finish.

OUTCOME
Hahn Plastics Ltd work closely alongside PC Construction in the manufacturing of Eco-crib retaining walls, providing hanit® profiles 
for construction.



Authorised Licensee

HALO Clean Tech 
Ltd has developed 
(in conjunction with 
Duracell) a Home 
Energy Bank, which 
will be distributed 
in the hundreds 
of thousands and 
will DISRUPT THE 
CURRENT ENERGY 
SYSTEM.
Fossil fuel power stations 
generate energy in central 
locations which have 
efficiency losses over the 
distance of cabling . 

The system is outdated with 
the onset of solar and wind 
power and has very little 
spare capacity for error. 

THE FUTURE
Thousands of small power generators 
and energy traders. 

Each Duracell Home battery stores solar energy not used 
throughout the day and surplus wind energy then allowing 
it be used at peak times , alleviating peaks and troughs.

• It allows the National Grid to use energy locally to balance 
grid frequency and usage demand ,through using our 
developed software, creating additional revenue for the 
homeowner. 

• Can take in and store excess energy from the grid when 
renewable energy supply is too high and demand is too low. 
Then allow re-introduction at times of high demand 

• Working towards alleviating grid constraints in weak areas 
(where there isn’t enough copper cables) , potentially saving 
£8bn of energy by allowing wind turbines to remain switched 
on in situations of oversupply 

• Allows people to trade energy locally with each other – 
creating an energy community

• Can reduce bills in fuel poverty / low income homes by 
allowing them to use low cost energy and sometimes free 
energy when supply is too high

• Has home optimisation software that automatically minimises 
energy bills by mixing the cheapest method of buying energy 
/ storing energy / selling back to grid /selling to neighbour / 
timing of switch on home appliance / optimises charging of 
electric cars

Halo Clean Tech Ltd. St Pegs Mill, Thornhillbeck Lane, Brighouse, West Yorkshire  HD6 4HA

0345 400 2211info@halocleantech.com duracellhomestorage.com

Halo-Leaflet-24-8-17.indd   1 25/08/2017   16:34



Duracell Home 
Energy customers 
would essentially 
become mini  
energy traders.  
In the UK alone this 
market could extend 
to 26 million homes. 

When lots of people want 
electricity it is expensive.  
This means at night its  
cheaper and during the day 
more expensive.

Electricity can be up to 60% 
cheaper dependent upon  
the time. 

With a Duracell battery the 
system can automatically 
buy when its cheap and 
sell it back to the grid when 
they have high demand.

The energy companies and 
grid support this as it helps 
stabalise the network and 
demand. 

Any home or landlord can earn incomes of up to £1000 p.a. by 
automatically taking advantage of savings and revenues offered. 

This new exciting future of energy will allow hundreds of thousands of domestic homes to take advantage of 
producing and / or storing energy efficiently and reducing carbon emissions. 

Halo Clean Tech Ltd are a Yorkshire based company passionate about clean energy. The directors are involved with various 
renewable technologies, market leaders in solar and experts in Ground Source Heat pumps for over 10 years. 

The Duracell energy 
bank is needed 
urgently as old 
outdated coal fired 
power stations close 
and the random nature 
of renewable energy 
can’t match peak 
requirements. 

Ours is the only product with 
automatic grid trading so the home 
owner can benefit from being an 
energy trader and optimised home 
performance minimising bills and 
maximising energy trading revenue. 

Our team has faced many 
challenges in creating software 
that can optimise the micro use of 
domestic homes yet co-ordinate 
with National grid to provide macro 
power, at a price that is economic 
for a domestic home. 

In the future, we forecast every 
home will have a connected Smart 
battery, particularly as electric cars 
draw more power from the grid and 
the challenges of millions of cars 
charging at the same time yet Solar 
energy being generated through 
the day and the randomness of wind 
energy. 

0345 400 2211
info@halocleantech.com

duracellhomestorage.com

Halo-Leaflet-24-8-17.indd   2 25/08/2017   16:34
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The UK has adopted challenging carbon reduction goals 
and is committed to renewable energy targets that require 
a significant focus and change in the energy market by 2020. 

District Heating has the potential to contribute to achieving these 
carbon reduction targets, improve the efficiency of energy use, 
reduce energy costs and accommodate heat from various sources 
such as waste from power plants or biomass.

Hydraulic Modelling of
District Heating Systems

the challenge...

Many heat networks in the UK are failing to deliver their promised performance due to inefficient operation and over engineering. Thermal 
store use must be improved and this can only be achieved with a thorough understanding of the system control and operation. Designing 
for high demands reduces the system efficiencies and demand diversity needs to be assessed using an accurate simulator. The cause of 
high secondary return temperatures varies between systems and must be addressed to achieve viable economic returns. A comprehensive 
understanding of the system operation and performance is essential to locate areas of high temperature loss

...the innovation

By combining over 40 years of extensive hydraulic and thermal engineering 
experience in both the energy and oil/gas industries, Hydraulic Analysis 
have successfully pioneered, developed, and deployed a dynamic simulator 
for district heating systems, able to address the challenges listed above. 
The simulators are proven to generate results consistent with real-time 
operation and accurately model the system pressure and temperature 
losses.  The simulators incorporate the full Energy Centre and HIU control 
systems to ensure an accurate reflection of the true system operation.

the goal...

Contact: Glyn Addicott CEng MEI
Operations Director at Hydraulic Analysis Limited

Mill House, Hawksworth Road,
Horsforth, Leeds LS18 4JP
Tel: 0113 258 1622
info@haltd.co.uk

we provide

a proven, accurate, safe, reliable and predictable district heat network simulator

The simulator models the heat loss to the environment, the temperature increase to the surrounding soil, the flow / pressure / temperature 
profile and also the surge pressures to ensure that vapour pressures are avoided during pump and valve operation. 

Additionally, Hydraulic Analysis Limited have also been able to demonstrate the rate at which the system cools following system shutdown 
and re-heats following system re-start. We can determine the time taken to drain the system in the event of maintenance and recommend 
locations for drain points and air valves.

www.hydraulic-analysis.com

Key Software Benefits

• Optimise the piping design (materials, insulation and sizing)
• Pump selection 
• Calculate the range of system pressure and temperature losses
• Confirm heat map / energy losses (all heat loss areas)
• Confirm user arrival temperatures for different operating conditions 
• Determine the maximum surge pressures and pipe loads  
• Optimise the control system



Reduce maintenance costs
...and help fight fuel poverty

Oxypod™ is a unique, award-winning and innovative 
compact device that removes all the dissolved air 
from water heating and cooling systems 
Oxypod™ – why every home should have one

…and it’s quick and easy to install
The presence of dissolved air in mains water and its corrosive effect in heating and cooling 
systems has historically been a major problem for the heating and plumbing industry. 

Air bubbles circulate in sealed water systems damaging boilers, pumps, pipes, radiators and 
heat exchangers. All this makes a heating system inefficient and causes cold spots in radiators.

Installing the European patented Oxypod™ in the primary flow section of a heating or 
cooling system cures the problem. The water flow through the unique egg-shape design 
creates a natural phenomenon of water implosion, followed by a vortex which forms in 
the vertical pipe under the Oxypod™. The result of this action is that air is dispelled from 
the water and forced upwards and out through the air-vent valve at the top of the device.

We have overcome the negativity in the market to major change by working with 
National Energy Action who have conducted a 15-month trial on over 150 properties 
across the UK to verify the true value of Oxypod. 

There are over 26m homes in the UK – if Oxypod™ is installed in only 10% of 
those water heating systems, there would be estimated ANNUAL SAVINGS 
of £26m on energy bills, 32.5m tonnes of carbon emissions and £12.5m in 
maintenance costs.

Oxypod™ is also suitable for commercial systems  
Oxypod™ has so far been focused on the UK domestic market to help reduce fuel poverty 
and solve the corrosive problems caused by dissolved air in water systems. Oxypod™ will 
also be scaled up for the industrial and commercial markets. As well as commercial heating 
and cooling systems, many manufacturing processes in the UK and around the world 
require water with low or no oxygen content – Oxypod™ provides the perfect solution.

Oxypod™ – a preventative technology and a must install 

Made in Britain
European Patent registered
NEA tested on homes across the UK 

Keep your property warm with an Oxypod™ 
Call 0845 519 8280
info@21ceco-energy.com    www.oxypod.me 

•  Big savings on heating bills
•  Systems heat up faster
•  Better heat retention – warmer rooms 

allow thermostats and valves to be 
turned down

•  Works with new fully-modulating boilers 
and heat pumps 

•  Extends the life of the boiler, pump, 
radiators and pipework

•  Reduces maintenance costs – retards 
corrosion and eliminates the build-up of 
magnetites 

•  Eliminates the need for magnets, filters, 
inhibitors and any further intervention

•  Eliminates aerobic and anaerobic 
bacteria

•  Typical ROI in less than 18-months 
•  20-year guarantee
•  Fit and forget 
•  Reduces CO2 emissions
•  No need to bleed radiators
•  No more cold spots
•  No more noise

European Patent  
No. 2589885

WINNER
International Innovation

and Research Awards 2014

WINNER
Manufacturers 

Award 2016

WINNER
Energy Reduction

Award 2015/16

Oxypod™ is brought to you by the Goodwin Development Trust 
working in partnership with 21C Eco Energy



Project Description

New Wortley Community Centre (NWCC) is a new building in Leeds’ most deprived area where 
34% of adults claim out of work benefits. With no funds for architectural consultancy the client 
approached Leeds Beckett University’s Architecture School requiring a ‘design’ to allow fund-
raising to begin. The brief called for an ‘inspirational multi-purpose space with commercial 
functions enabling the centre to expand its reach and sustain itself in the future.’

An undergraduate student won the 2009 extra-curricular competition and developed the design 
following £500 gifted by Leeds City Council, producing a visualisation which supported a 
successful Community Builders Fund application. This enabled design consultants to be employed 
working toward a BIG Lottery Reaching Communities bid. Students were employed by the client to 
conduct community consultation, a criterion of the application.

In 2013 Project Office was established within Leeds Beckett University enabling full architectural 
consultancy to be delivered in house. Funding of £759,497 was granted in February 2015. Project 
Office coordinated the design team, employing BA3 Architectural Technology students to produce 
the tender package drawings. A main contractor began building work in August 2015. During the 
construction phase students across several disciplines designed elements that were incorporated 
into the building as part of their degree course work. The project was completed on time and 
on budget in April 2016. Leeds Beckett University continues to work with NWCC on subsequent 
projects built on this scheme’s success.

Participatory Process

NWCC is the culmination of enthusiastic participation by local residents and volunteers with 
Leeds Beckett University students and lecturers. Project Office used their collaborative practice 
expertise with academics across courses to coordinate a range of student work including:
    - Landscape Architecture students designing the external realm
    - Graphics Design students designing wayfinding, signage, and a memory based art    
       piece using participatory design work facilitated by Cultural Studies
    - Product Design students designing built-in furniture
    - Architectural Technology students producing working drawings
    - Project Office’s graduate employees conducting community consultation, building  
       design and contract administration

Live project learning and co-design between courses is a key component in the student experience 
at Leeds Beckett, where exposure to working professionally in multi-disciplinary environments 
equips students with the necessary skillset for professional careers whilst simultaneously 
providing vital support for third sector organisations in the Leeds City region.

The architectural concept is a ‘work of many hands’, where discrete elements have been the 
design responsibility of specific student participants. Project Office has choreographed the work 
into a singular architectural statement. The co-design project has taken six years.

The client believes that “the close involvement between the project team and students with the 
residents through regular meetings and consultations resulted in a building that genuinely reflects 
the community needs and provides the space we badly needed.”

Impact

The new building has proved a remarkable catalyst attracting a host of fresh users, volunteers and 
opportunities. Previously just 2 members of paid staff and 8 volunteers ran the organisation; as of 
January 2017 the centre has 14 members of paid staff and 48 volunteers. 

NWCC now plays a pivotal role in the city’s most disadvantaged community, offering job shop, 
health and wellbeing classes, ex-offenders programme, skills classes, cultural events, volunteering 
and much more.

The community, empowered by the process, brought many skills (local knowledge, making and 
constructing, consultation, grant funding, management and coordination, briefing, financial 
acumen, collaborative practice, friendship and support) to the project. 

The diverse collective formed a series of relationships informing a cohesive, fluid and inclusive 
community strategy, embedding a feeling of mutuality throughout the community stakeholders. 
This strategy is now being implemented in a term coined ‘Emergent Community Governance’.

The evidence supporting this is multifaceted: 
    - £759,497 BIG Lottery funding to construct the building
    - Our Place grants to support the new community vision
    - Urban landscape strategy
    - NHS pilot scheme for a Health & Wellbeing Centre
    - Bicycle library
    - A wealth of personal success stories
    - Increase in annual turnover from £80,000 to £623,000
    - Increased perception of safety in the community 

RISE AWARDS 2017
NEW WORTLEY COMMUNITY CENTRE
PROJECT OFFICE @ LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY

Project Office is a design and research 
collaboration of staff and students. It is an 

architecture consultancy making ethical, 
social and resilient architecture. We work with 

like-minded communities,organisations and 
individuals.

Tw:@_projectoffice   E: projectoffice@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
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 High protein diets are a popular, yet not always effective choice in

weight management1.

 In particular, overconsuming animal products contributes to weight

gain and is detrimental to long-term health outcomes, including

increased risk of type II diabetes, hypertension and some cancers2.

 Mycoprotein-based QuornTM products are a complete protein

source, and are widely available and affordable.

 Such products are healthful and sustainable meat alternatives, as

they require significantly less resources to produce, and are

reduced fat, calorie, and higher fibre options3.

 However, the barriers to purchase are currently unclear for parents

engaged in family weight management programmes.

 Under an Innovate UK scheme, Leeds Beckett University, Quorn

Foods and MoreLife UK collaborated to further behaviour change

specialist knowledge benefitting all stakeholders.

APPROACH

FUTURE BENEFITS

Meat Alternatives in Family Weight Management: 
a knowledge transfer partnership project to promote health 

and environmental advantages to parents.

Isabelle Teresa Kelly

Research Associate & PhD Behavioural Nutrition student; 

LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY, UNITED KINGDOM

REFERENCES
1. Guess, N. (2016). Dietary intake in people consuming a reduced‐carbohydrate diet in the National Diet

and Nutrition Survey. Journal of Human Nutrition and Dietetics. DOI:10.1111/jhn.12429.
2. Costello, A., Abbas, M., Allen, A., Ball, S., Bell, S., Bellamy, R., ... & Lee, M. (2009). Managing the

health effects of climate change. The Lancet, 373(9676), 1693-1733. DOI: 10.1016/S0140-
6736(09)60935-1.

3. Apostolidis, C., & McLeay, F. (2016). Should we stop meating like this? Reducing meat consumption
through substitution. Food Policy. (in press). DOI: 10.1016/j.foodpol.2016.11.002.

4. Michie, S., van Stralen, M. M., & West, R. (2011). The behaviour change wheel: a new method for
characterising and designing behaviour change interventions. Implementation Science, 6:42. DOI:
10.1186/1748-5908-6-42

BACKGROUND FIGURES

OUTCOMES

1. Literature review & selection of a behaviour change model.

2. Primary research with 4 focus groups of mothers (N=14), and 16

semi-structured interviews with parents (Male: N=10), recruited

from family health programs in North-East England, both online

and in community settings.

3. Identification of 3 key barriers: awareness; masculinity; resources

4. Development of new materials to address these barriers in

collaboration with health and marketing professionals.

5. Embedding insights into both the weight management curriculum

and throughout brand activities.

Animal Protein: Non-animal Protein:

Currently over-consumed in the 
Western diet;

Resource-intensive and welfare 
poor to produce, particularly red 

and processed meat, & can 
contribute to chronic disease risk

Co-exists in foods which contain  
nutrients currently under-

consumed in the Western diet 
(e.g. fibre);

Varied potential health and 
ecological benefits

Diversifying family 
protein source intake 
to include more non-
animal products may 

deliver significant 
health and 

environmental benefits

 More effective marketing and health professional recommendation

of alternative protein sources to families attempting weight control.

 Characterisation of the biopsychosocial impacts of implementing

alternative protein advice into a weight management curriculum.

 Additional benefit of improving the environmental sustainability of

family diets through moderating meat intakes, in line with

sustainable development goals.

 New revenue streams for Quorn from new product development and

improving sustainability messaging.

Psychological & Physical

Automatic & Reflective

Social & Physical

The COM-B model of behaviour, reproduced from the Behaviour Change Wheel4

“There’s no meat 

that’s not good for 

you… Is there?” [M5]

“Typical lad – ‘not touching 

that muck, I want real 

meat!’ [Laughs] I don’t 

think he’s even tried 

Quorn, he just doesn’t like 

the idea of it” [F1]

“The information isn’t out 

there about recipes to use. 

Unless you go looking on 

websites for it, you don’t 

find chefs on TV cooking 

with these products” [FG1]

Examples of barriers:

KEY: M: Male interview; F: Female interview; FG: Focus group excerpt. 

Numbers indicate participant ID.

 MoreLife curriculum changes and staff training to enable families

to diversify their protein source intake.

 New resources, recipes, and an animation based around key

behaviour change techniques, to be used by company home

economists and MoreLife practitioners alike.

 £10million brand relaunch focusing on showing more male family

members consuming Quorn in advertising campaigns, a packaging

redesign, and innovating modern family-friendly products.

 Use of animation by Quorn to improve engagement with online

content related to health and sustainability of products.

 Research dissemination at the International Congress of

Behavioural Medicine held in Melbourne, Australia in 2016.

Recipe booklet and animation stills: Examples of new Quorn 

comms:

youtu.be/vFi03DIUzaovimeo.com/217880810

http://www.postersession.com/


Our relationship over the past 13 years with the Calderdale and 
Huddersfield NHS Foundation Trust at Huddersfield Royal 
Infirmary demonstrates what can be achieved through 
collaborative working.  Together we have significantly improved 
the condition of a 50 year old hospital and the environment for 
staff, patients and visitors.  

Aligned values have help achieve many of the goals recognised 
within the ‘Construction 2025’ vision, namely reducing costs, 
project durations, whole life costs and emissions whilst delivering 
high levels of customer and product satisfaction.  This has been 
achieved despite a backdrop of many challenges including; 
funding issues, delivering works within a busy logistically complex 
acute hospital and satisfying multiple stakeholders  

. 

We have invested in technology, tools and training to promote 
collaboration, and worked together as a unified team to develop 
processes. This includes the use of BIM Visualisation workshops, 
CDA, design critique exercises, POE’s, mood-boards; day-in-the-
life journeys, road-shows and sample-areas to improve 
stakeholder engagement. This has helped to get better feedback 
and streamlining the historic process by 27%. We are now able to 
communicate technical information to non-technical people 
more efficiently; clinicians time is expensive and this enables 
them to concentrate on their core business of treating patients.  

  The journey to date… 

            Our approach… 

Collaborative Working 

Aligned values has helped transform the hospital 

Areas of Outstanding Practice 

Interserve have worked collaboratively with 
us for over a decade, successfully delivering in 
excess of 100 projects. They are true partners 
and continue to provide exceptional service 
and really care about delivery. They 
understand our estate inside out and add 
value through technical expertise to improve 
our patient experience.  

Paul Gilling, Estates Manager,                        
Calderdale and Huddersfield NHS Foundation Trust  

We can flex our team to reduce 
costs for the trust and continue 
to co-locate teams to build 
teamwork. We continue to 
shape our service to improve 
the experience and now 
provide a dedicated Customer 
Liaison Officer to resolve any 
potential challenges at an early 
stage. We also train our team in 
collaborative working and 
follow BS11000 collaborative 
working protocols. We 
undertake joint post occupancy 
evaluations to capture lessons 
learnt and identify 
opportunities to improve. The 
framework has recently been 
secured for a further four years. 

What we have achieved through collaboration! 



RISE Awards 2017
SOCIAL VALUE

We are passionate about creating social value and making a positive contribution in Yorkshire by 
creating employment opportunities, sharing our expertise, supporting the local economy and supply 
chain, and helping communities to grow and thrive.  We take every opportunity to ensure there is a 
lasting legacy beyond the build programme on all our projects.

As a region we are fully committed to providing true social value 
and implement bespoke employment and skills plans on all of our 
projects, setting achievable targets for the sites to work towards 
that benefit local people.  These employment and skills plans are 
monitored on a monthly basis and support is offered to sites to help 
them achieve these goals.  

We go above and beyond the traditional corporate social 
responsibility and bring additional social value benefits to our 
construction projects.  These activities help to stimulate economies 
and build relationships based on trust and goodwill in the 
communities where we live and work.  

We encourage all our employees to give two days of their time 
a year to local charities and good causes, as well as giving them 
the opportunity to apply for grants from our Interserve Employee 
Foundation to fund improvements to their facilities. 

Supply Chain
By placing a minimum of 65% of our supply chain orders with 
companies within a 50 mile radius of our site we can ensure that 
we are supporting local businesses and keeping the spend within 
the local economy.  This is the minimum target we set our site 
teams and it is almost always bettered, with some sites reaching 
up to 100% of orders being placed in the locality.  

Ewen 
Cameron 

In March 2017 Ewen 
Cameron visited our stand 

at the Leeds Skills and Job 
Fair at Kirkgate Market. 

He was unemployed 
and, despite retraining 

as an electrician, he 
was unable to find work 
due to his lack of 

practical experience.  
We worked with 
him to provide 

work experience 
placements on three 

of our local sites, put him on 
training courses and supplied him 

with the tools and equipment to do 
his job.  This then led to a permanent 

role for Ewen with our sister 
company Interserve 

Engineering Services.

Making decisions based on local community needs
We have developed an innovative ‘Social Mapping Tool’, to highlight 
the economic, social and environmental benefits of our activities 
within Yorkshire.

We use it to identify local social issues when tendering for work to 
enable us to create social value for the communities that need it most. 

Open Doors Events
We frequently open the doors to our sites to allow members of the public the 
opportunity to gain an insight into the construction industry and what really 
happens behind the scenes on a building site.Open Doors, organised by Build UK, is just one of the 
events we get involved in to help inspire the next generation and show them the potential careers 
that are available within construction.

'Give A Day of Your 
Time'
Interserve encourages 
employees to give two days 
of their time per annum to 
contribute to local economic 
and local regeneration 
projects and charity events.

Helping the Community
The site team at the new Springwell Academy in Tinshill have 
teamed up with local charity OPAL to undertake improvements 
to their community centre as well as getting involved with 
fundraising opportunities and facilitating interesting site visits 
for their members.  Just one of the ways in which we help 
benefit the communities where we work.

Providing 
learning 
opportunities
At Hollybush Primary 
School in Leeds 
the site team and 
architect teamed 
up to provide an 
educational landscape 
design workshop for 
the children where 
they remodelled a 
piece of wasteland at 
the side of the school, 
changing it into a 
useable space.

Inspiring the next generation
Students from Swallowhill Community College 
visiting one of Interserve’s sites in Leeds, 
learning about the different careers and 
routes into the construction industry. This is 
part of our ongoing commitment to closing 
the construction skills gap.

York Dragon Boat Race
We are always looking for new ways to raise money and benefit the 
local community.  Last year, as part of our work at the University of 
York, the Interserve 'Intersurfers' team took part in the York Rotary 
Dragon Boat Challenge and raised an amazing £2,700 for local 
charities.  

3,500 LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYED 
HELPED INTO WORK IN 2016

14 PARTNERSHIPS WITH FURTHER 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
TO HELP DEVELOP AND DELIVER 
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

£7.6 MILLION SPEND  
WITH SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

14, 000 APPRENTICES 
SUPPORTED THROUGH 
INTERSERVE LEARNING 
& EMPLOYMENT

65% SPEND WITH SMALL 
MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

GRADUATES, TRAINEES  
AND APPRENTICES 
ON PROGRAMME

600+

VOLUNTEERING DAYS

2900+ WORK 
EXPERIENCE 
PLACEMENTS

Interserve
Employee Foundation
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SustainAbilities is Interserve’s ambitious vision and action plan to 2025 
tackling environmental challenges and creating positive social impact

Our latest blogs, stories and video content are shared regularly on our SustainAbilities hub and social media

sustainabilities.interserve.com/blog      |      @irvsustainable      |      www.linkedin.com/company/interserve

Last year we achieved:Our story so far…
Our industry leading SustainAbilities plan was launched 
in 2013, and has been increasingly integrated into our 
operations. It is now the way we do business, how we behave, 
what we seek to achieve from our working lives; it is not an 
initiative, or box to tick. 

The hard work, inspiration and enthusiasm of people across 
the business delivering against the plan was recognised in 
February 2016 when we received the prestigious PLC Award for 
‘Achievement in Sustainability’.

We continue to push boundaries and innovate. In 2016 we 
introduced a Social Value Guide, to give our employees 
guidance about how to bring social value to our construction 
projects and how to buy goods and services sustainably. We 
also launched an interactive Social Mapping Tool to help us 
to identify how and where we can best contribute to tackling 
some of today’s biggest social issues in a way that creates 
better value for all.

We have developed some unique partnerships along our 
journey, ‘Purple Futures’, delivers probation and rehabilitation 
services to reduce reoffending and has successfully helped 
many ex-offenders back into employment. Our current 
‘Opportunities for All’ campaign is successfully creating 
sustainable employment for armed forces veterans. 

Looking back  
looking forward
Our business and the world we live in has undergone many 
changes since we started our SustainAbilities journey five 
years ago.  We have achieved many of our original targets and 
learned a lot through our successes and challenges, so in 2017 
we refreshed the plan to set out the challenges beyond 2020.

• Streamlined and refocused 
• More  emphasis on people and creating social value
• New short-term targets between now and 2020 
• Longer-term aims up to 2025

Sustainable business  
is good business 
We continue to value more than just money and our new 
plan will be instrumental in helping ensure that Interserve 
continues to be a leading example of truly sustainable business.

836
work related

opportunities for people from
disadvantaged groups

£7.6 MILLION SPEND  
WITH SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

86% OF OUR OPERATIONS 
ARE CURRENTLY COVERED BY 
ISO14001 CERTIFICATION

25% REDUCTION
in construction waste

2016 
target  

achieved

18%
reduction in 

carbon  
intensity

17%
reduction in 

water  
intensity

17% REDUCTION
in business travel, changed 
our global fleet and adopted 
sustainable travel policies

Awarded the National 
Equality Standard
achieving our 2018 target 2 
years early

£2.5m
Invested in local 

communities

developed and rolled-out 
more innovations across 
the business to support 

sustainable outcomes

52% SUPPLIERS
COVERED BY SUSTAINABILITY
CODE OF CONDUCT

LAUNCHED SOCIAL 
MAPPING TOOL

3,500 LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYED 
HELPED INTO WORK IN 2016

14 PARTNERSHIPS WITH FURTHER 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
TO HELP DEVELOP AND DELIVER 
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

£20M+ 
INVESTED
IN INNOVATION RELATED ACTIVITIES

54% OF OUR CONSTRUCTION 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ARE SOURCED 
WITHIN 50 MILES OF OUR SITE

50m

Construction 
products 
& services

OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS OUR 
ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS HAVE 
REDUCED NHS TRUST’S ENERGY 
BILLS BY £600,000 PER YEAR 

OUR UK OPERATIONS USE
RENEWABLE 
ENERGY74%

65% SPEND WITH SMALL 
MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

UK OPERATIONS 
ACHIEVED 99%
CERTIFIED
SUSTAINABLE TIMBER

EVIDENCE LEADING PRACTICE
AGAINST A CORPORATE

HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARD

ACHIEVE A FUTURE PROOF
WORKFORCE FIT FOR 2030

REDUCE OUR CARBON
EMISSIONS BY 60%

ALL KEY SUPPLIERS ACTIVELY
PARTICIPATE IN OUR

‘FORWARD THINKING’ PROGRAMME

DELIVER £1BN OF SOCIAL
VALUE THROUGH OUR WORK

DELIVER OUTSTANDING SERVICE

DEVELOP AND INSPIRE PEOPLE

IMPROVE RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

VALUE MORE THAN JUST MONEY

PROMOTE WORKPLACE HEALTH AND WELLBEING

UPHOLD THE HIGHEST ETHICAL STANDARDS

ENABLE SOCIAL INCLUSION

PROTECT AND IMPROVE THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

BUY SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR ALL

SERVICES IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST

MORE SKILLS, 
MORE OPPORTUNITIES

POSITIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

SUSTAINABLE 
GROWTH

PLACES THAT 
BENEFIT PEOPLE

INTRODUCING SUSTAINABILITIES 2.0

ACHIEVE A SCORE OF 80% ON OUR WELLBEING INDEX

500 LONG-TERM COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS, 20%
EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING

OUR NEW GOALSOUR OUTCOMES

WORK TOGETHER ON 250 PROJECTS THAT 
DELIVER SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES

CHAMPION DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION THROUGH THE
NATIONAL EQUALITY STANDARD (UK), AND UN GLOBAL COMPACT

IMPROVE THE LIVES OF 25,000 DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE

SUPPORT 15,000 APPRENTICES, CREATE 1,000 APPRENTICESHIPS

REDUCE USE OF RESOURCES AND WASTE BY 40%

90% OF OPERATIONS WITH ROBUST ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS

95% RESPONSIBLY SOURCED, 80% KEY PRODUCTS
TRACEABLE TO SOURCE

BUILD INDUSTRY LEADING TOOLS TO MEASURE SOCIAL VALUE

OUR ACTIONS BY OUR ACTIONS BY

GRADUATES, TRAINEES  
AND APPRENTICES 
ON PROGRAMME

600+

14 ex-service personnel 
employed on the DNRC 
project in Loughborough
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• Collaborative Working 

• Fire & Safety 

• Health, Safety + Wellbeing 
 

 

The tragic events of Grenfell have revealed that 
many people n the industry are unsure if they are 
meeting the appropriate standards or following 
correct procedures when insulating and cladding 
buildings above 18 metres.  There are over a  200 
buildings where cladding has now failed the 
recent tests at the BRE,  and it is clear that there is 
confusion surrounding standards .  
In partnership with Leeds Beckett University and 
the Leeds Sustainability Institute, Rockwool and 
Rockpanel have come together to offer a series 
of CPD events and workshops that address the 
requirements of Part B of the Building Regulations 
and routes to compliance for buildings over 18 
metres. 
Fundamentals of fire, combustion and testing are 
discussed, as well as the requirements of 
Approved Document B presented, with 
ambiguities and interpretations highlighted. 
Presentations from established academics, and 
experienced practitioners as well as the 
knowledge drawn from those at the cutting edge 
in the audience, the sessions are providing a rich 
source of information.  
With over 80 professionals already benefiting from 
the workshops, further events are planned to 
cover the country ensuring developing and 
dissmeinating knowledge.  
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HEALTH, SAFETY  
AND WELLBEING

Launched Group-wide in 2016 and providing unparalleled demonstrable 
safety benefits, SES’ pioneering `We’re Safer Together’ programme is 
challenging employees, supply chain and clients to embrace a true  
Zero Harm culture within the next five years.

In order to inspire attitudinal and behavioural changes in every one  
of its staff, clients and supply chain - the success of SES’ culture and 
health and safety management begins with the actions and input of its 
leadership, project managers, supervisors and skilled site operatives. 

Innovative approaches include:

Additional to ongoing site health and safety training which is carried 
out on all live sites, SES’ senior management have undergone accredited 
training such as IOSH Directing Safely and IOSH Health and Safety for 
Supervisors training. 

In 2016, SES achieved an AFR figure of 0.07 based on 2,405,568 hours 
worked, with disappointingly 1 RIDDOR reportable accident. This accident 
was fully investigated and lessons learnt put into practice on all sites across 
the Company.

OBSERVATION AND 
STOP/GO CARDS 
COMPLETED

SES SUBCONTRACT AND PRINCIPAL 
CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES TRAINED 
BY THE SES SHE DEPARTMENT 

4,890

OVER 1,400

The backbone of leading national engineering specialist SES’ health and safety 
strategy is its `We’re Safer Together - Zero Harm’ campaign. SES’ goal is to achieve  
a culture where people are engaged and empowered to look out for one another, 
by promoting and championing the right behaviours.

“I will lead the highest Health and Safety 
standards on our projects, delivering  our ‘We’re 
Safer Together’ strategy through operational 
excellence and the active engagement of  
all our people and supply chain.”

Jason Knights, Managing Director

“I will engage with the top five SES subcontractors 
(by spend value) to improve health and safety 
commitment and performance.”

Darren Kehoe, Commercial Director

“I will actively seek out the ‘Water Cooler 
Conversations’ so whenever someone is either 
making a drink, doing some printing or generally 
waiting around I go and talk to them about  
‘Zero Harm’.”

David Mason, Executive Business Director

“At every meeting, every site visit, and any 
engagement with anyone relating to our  
works I will discuss ‘We’re Safer Together’  
and ‘Zero Harm’.”

Steve Joyce, Business Director North

“I will review CDM details and  
output on all design projects.”

Paul Newby, Executive 
Engineering Services Director

“I will ensure that I am always there whenever 
anyone wants to discuss ‘We’re Safer Together’ 
and I will make sure SES are at the forefront  
of ‘Zero Harm’.”

Tony Sidwell, Director of Safety,  
Health & Environment

SES’ Leadership Team all made personal 
commitments to assist in the delivery of the 
‘We’re Safer Together – Zero Harm’ campaign.

Leadership Team Safety Commitments

(BASED ON 4 LOST  
TIME ACCIDENTS)

2016 –  
LTIR 0.16

In addition to these industry-leading statistics,  
the following was achieved:

“I will continue to lead the Scottish Safety 
Leadership Team ensuring safety is at the 
forefront of everything we do.”

Colin Walker, Business Director Scotland

SES Engineering Services Ltd, Mill Mount, York, YO24 1GH   •   01904 629151   •   ses-ltd.co.uk
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AND WELLBEING
Memorable on-site safety campaigns, wellbeing talks and safety 
roadshows are also delivered with an invitation to all sites to not  
only attend but to also have input. 

SES is aware that not all health issues are work related, or affect a person 
when at work. To address this a series of on-site wellbeing and mental 
health awareness events were carried out in 2016 and continues to be  
a key component of their innovative approach in 2017 and beyond. 

All members of the SHE team have attended a two-day Mental Health 
first aid training course and project leaders and heads of departments 
attended a Mental Health Lite course to help ensure awareness of this 
noted industry issue. 

SES is also developing an App  
to disseminate health and safety 
alerts, safety information and safety 
campaigns to site operatives which  
will be rolled out in 2017.

Catchy rhyming slogans used to highlight relevant issues, 
grabbed the attention of onsite teams

Alongside our ‘We’re Safer Together – Zero Harm’ initiative, employees  
in the North East produced a thought-provoking and inspiring safety 
video which has been rolled out nationally and is now being used as  
part of the safety induction process.

The ‘I could have saved a life that day’ video saw members of a North 
East SES site team read out the lines from the poem of the same name.

SES believes the SHE and Communications 
Mobile App will transform the way it connects 
with on-site operatives. 

SES’ record of keeping people safe is second to 
none in the industry. It was the first UK-based 
building services company to be accredited to 
both OHSAS 18001 & ISO 14001 by the British 
Safety Council. In 2016 alone, 14 externally 
accredited SHE audits were carried out with 
ZERO major non-conformities. 

In 2017, SES also received the British Safety 
Council International Safety Award, for the  
21st consecutive year.

Until the early part of 2016, a numerical risk 
assessment system was used as part of SES’ 
RAMS (Risk Assessment Management System) 
procedures. Although this was a successful 
system, SES innovated and motivated all staff  
to keep HSE at the forefront of their minds.

By adopting good behaviours and by listening 
and taking action; together, SES will achieve  
a Zero Harm culture.

SES Engineering Services Ltd, Mill Mount, York, YO24 1GH   •   01904 629151   •   ses-ltd.co.uk
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UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS - SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL 
AND PROCESS ENGINEERING

Q. How do you ensure the timely delivery of 12 contractual phases, 12 
commissioning periods and 12 handovers under one contract with over 
570+ project manager instructions/variations to the original plan?

A: COLLABORATION!
 The University of Leeds has embarked on an ambitious £520m five year
programme of works to transform its entire campus to support its vision 
for increasing knowledge and opportunity with a focus on world-leading 
research, collaborative industry partnerships and further enhancing the 
student experience for 1,000+ students who come from 70+ countries to 
study in the building.

Mirroring the university’s collaborative approach, principal contractor 
Galliford Try and M&E (mechanical and electrical) specialist contractor, 
SES Engineering Services (SES), recently completed work on the £38m 
refurbishment and remodelling of the School of Chemical and Process 
Engineering, marking completion of the largest single project in the 
University’ programme of improvements to be undertaken to date.

Based on the client’s desire to remain 
in the building throughout the two 
year refurbishment to maintain critical 
laboratory work, Galliford Try and SES 
had to adopt a different approach to 
project delivery to make a seamless 
transition from out-dated and corroded 
building services to all new mechanical 
and electrical installations. 

“

”

By incorporating state-of-the-art 
facilities into the iconic 60s building, 
the university will achieve ambitious 
growth in academic activity. Briefly, 
the building comprises a suite of three 
purpose-built laboratories for research 
using radioactive materials, with space 
for pilot scale rigs, bench top chemical 
experiments and high-spec analytic 
equipment.  

The new photonics laboratory hosts 
ultrafast laser plasma implantation 
equipment.  This not only allows 
research to be undertaken it also 
supports the use of facilities for 
commercial applications to be 
undertaken.    
Based on the logistical complexity 
of the project, coupled with the age 
and condition of the building which 
was riddled with asbestos, it was not 
possible to carry out intrusive surveys. 
Instead, SES collaborated with the 
university’s established supply chain 
to gain a greater understanding of the 
location, configuration and condition 
of the original services.  Further to 
this, the team worked closely with 
the key stakeholders including the 
building manager, facilities manager, 
head of faculty, professors, students 

and technicians to gain a detailed 
knowledge of the building in use, as 
this would pave the way for preparing 
the extensively detailed phasing of 
works. 

Traditionally, refurbishments start with 
a complete strip-out of the existing 
services however, as the building had 
to remain live at all times this was 
not possible.  Following numerous 
design team meetings with various 
stakeholders, SES developed a strategy 
to install the new plant room facilities 
providing a betterment of 12 months 
on contractual programme.  Whilst 
this increased the upfront workload it 
proved beneficial to the latter delivery 
phases. More importantly it prevented 
cross-contamination from corrosion of 
the old services.
Unable to undertake intrusive surveys 
until taking possession of the building, 
SES devised and trialled a simple, yet 
effective, tagging method based on a 
traffolyte system, a process spanning 
six weeks to mark those services 
which were to be isolated, removed 
or retained. This proved to be so 
successful that SES and Galliford Try 
have agreed to roll it out on future 
projects. 

Above all, it’s about people ses-ltd.co.uk

SES Engineering Services Ltd,
Mill Mount, York, YO24 1GH
T: 01904 629151
ses-ltd.co.uk

Adopting A Different Approach
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A further complication for the project team to overcome was the unsystematic 
way in which the installations had to be carried out. Rather than working from 
the top of the building to the bottom, one floor at a time, to accommodate the 
university’s occupation of the building, SES had to work haphazardly around the 
building.  This created challenges with access for site operatives, teaching staff 
and students alike.  Intricate phased site hoardings were installed to maintain 
safe segregation between the site and live building. Only by working closely with 
everyone involved could the project team develop an agile programme of works.  

With 150 operatives on site at any one time, the project team had to ensure that 
it could meet the start and finish dates set out for each phase, while at the same 
time giving the university the four-week notice period for isolation of existing 
M&E services, this often necessitated SES to work unsociable hours, during the 
night and/or over a weekend. 

Collaboration has many guises and 
thanks to Galliford Try and SES’ 
flexible approach and a focus on 
communicative collaboration, rather 
than a digital collaboration (which 
was not possible on this occasion) a 
contract with a 20% greater value than 
that tendered, was delivered within the 
same timeframe. 

“

”
KEY FACTS:

• There were 15 changes to the original project programme.  The project team 
developed sub-programmes to ensure each phase would be successfully 
delivered. This included fully integrating all specific trade activities across the 
individual 12 phases and incorporating time for the client’s fit-out. 

• Regular design team meetings were held to ensure all parties’ input could be 
built into the everchanging programme of works. 

• 570+ project manager instructions/variations were received which equated 
to a significant 20% increase in contract value.  Without SES’ flexibility and 
agile way of working, they could have caused a major impact on programming, 
resulting in costly delays.  These changes ranged from moving sockets to 
changing a proposed store into two state-of-the-art-labs.

• To support the client and its stakeholders continuous use of the building, the 
project was broken down from the original 12 phases of work into 21 smaller 
phases.

• SES held workshops and laboratory walkthroughs with each lab technician 
from which it created drawing overlays to clearly indicate where the services 
would be best located. 

• Following practical completion, SES will retain a presence on site for a further 
12 months to work closely with the university’s facilities management team 
carrying out maintenance and provide its Smart Landings initiative.

Despite a raft of changes to the design and project 
phasing, an immensely challenging and complex 
project has been successfully executed and delivered 
on time, much to the satisfaction of the University of 
Leeds.  This makes the project a worthy winner of the 
2017 RISE Award for Collaborative Working.

Commenting on the success of the project, University of Leeds senior project 
manager, David Oldroyd, said:

“Without doubt, the refurbishment of the School of Chemical and Process 
Engineering was complex on many levels.  The building fabric and services 
threw up various surprises to the team coupled with changes in research and 
recruitment forced a high volume of changes by the university, to ensure the 
remodelled building would help us to achieve what we’d set out to achieve the 
client and contractor’s design team pulled together to resolve the issues jointly 
and applied a can-do attitude by both SES and Galliford Try. 

“I also believe that the timely completion of the project would not have been 
reached were it not for the open, communicative and collaborative approach 
adopted by both contractors at the outset and their willingness and ability to 
respond to the changes without breaking stride and they are to be commended 
for that.”  

“I’m delighted to say we have a building that everyone involved can be proud of.”   

PROJECT BY NUMBERS: 
• 14 miles of pipework 

• 479 miles of cable 

• 54 laboratories

• 90 offices

• 3 state-of-the-art lecture theatres 

• 20 post graduate areas   

Above all, it’s about people ses-ltd.co.uk



Continuum - maintaining energy efficient spaces
Thorn Lighting’s Energy management, efficiency and usage reduction strategy 

Investment and key areas of focus

A capital investment program circa £300,000 will ensure that 
utility cost increases are minimised and saving opportunities are 
maximised. This investment will have a ROI of less than two years. 

Investment is being made in:
1. energy efficient equipment
2. automated controls
3. behavioural changes
4. energy performance monitoring
5. The implementation of ISO 50001 - Energy Management Standard

As part of the integration of ISO 50001, reviews are under way on 
reduction strategies on areas such as (not exhaustive)
• Paint plants
• Moulding machinery
• Heating, cooling and process chilled water
• Lighting and controls

The Results

9,843,942 kwh vs 9,077,011 kWh in a single year. This is an 8.9% 

reduction and an £86,000 saving in electricity alone

Further savings in excess of £16,000 have been made on CRC submissions 

and there has been a reduction in CO2 emissions equating to 320 tonnes 

Reinsulating oven plants and recalibrating the operating procedure 

has reduced gas usage by 20%, while the gas contract has been 

retendered and halved from £280,000 to £140,000 

Lighting and controls in the factory have already yielded savings circa 

£50,000 per annum and further LEDs and controls for the plant and 
offices will follow this autumn.

We have set a KPI to at least save 10% on all our utility usage in 

2017/2018 and we are well on target to do so.

Continuum is an overarching strategy for ongoing energy reduction. Relying on bills to measure effectiveness can take months. 
What makes Continuum different is that it becomes an embedded part of the process. Once the objectives are set and it’s 
plugged into the other systems like quality and production outputs it can be matched against the benchmarked energy use 
and adjusted almost daily to optimise performance.

Engagement and behavioural change - Energy Kaizen

Client engagement is of paramount importance. The Continuum project was initiated with an Energy Kaizen event with the aim of empowering 
Thorn’s employees to have long-lasting and meaningful input into the reduction strategy and create savings without impacting on the core 
operation. The Continuum project is unusual in that it combines a detailed audit approach with advanced monitoring software and a strong input 
from the Thorn team. Thorn were given the tools to identify problem areas and then offer practical suggestions based on their valuable knowledge 
of how the business works. These included habitual changes, upgrades to plant and processes and addition of new technologies and controls.

The Solution

Overcoming obstacles

The biggest challenge was getting energy to be taken seriously 
and providing the savings oppotunities. This was achieved through 
a strong engagement-focused process throughout and obtaining 
evidence using advanced monitoring software.

A “gemba walk” of the factory floor enabled the Thorn team to identify and 
improve key areas such as battery charging stations, paint plants and lighting.

Thorn Lighting’s Story

Thorn manufactures some of the world’s most 
advanced intelligent and energy efficient lighting 

solutions. In 2008, Thorn’s new factory was L2 compliant and 45% more 
energy efficient than the previous building. It received an award for Factory 
of the Year in 2009. Fastforward to 2015 and things had naturally evolved. 
Thorn’s operations have expanded significantly. They are no longer using the 
factory space in the same way and the technologies that were once at the 
forefront of energy efficiency have now been superseded. 

Thorn needed an ongoing strategy that would address the current issues 
but also ensure continuing energy consumption reduction.

The Challenge

• Utility costs are increasing rapidly & impacting our production costs
• Adversely we have customer pressure to reduce our costs 
• We have legislative pressure to manufacture in a sustainable way

Absorbing such rapid & significant increases is clearly not an option - 
Our only option is to REDUCE USAGE. 
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NATIONAL COLLEGE FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL

OUR FIRST DIGITAL PROJECT
National College for High Speed Rail is not only an exemplar digital project but 
it’s also a high profile project nationally. Tasked with tackling shortages in the rail 
industry, the first rail track for High Speed Two (HS2) has been laid on this site and 
is a fantastic accolade for South Yorkshire.

CHALLENGES FACED
Willmott Dixon deliver all new projects to BIM Level 2 after seeing the benefits on 
previous projects. We took the opportunity to create the client’s Employer Information 
Requirements (EIR) and Asset information Requirements (AIR), with the assistance 
from the consultants, to help them on their digital journey.

The biggest challenge was interoperability between software platforms and the 
coordinates system. Bond Bryan Architects authoring software and internal standards 
are aligned to ArchiCAD with Curtins structural engineers and Briggs and Forester 
using Autodesk Revit, however with each .IFC export the coordinates were different. 

Once the supply chain introduced fabrication software the issue became even more 
complex, resulting in more time spent resolving then actually federating the models. 
We couldn’t create a datum file so the Architects produced a coordinate, setting out 
drawings for the project team to base the model from to resolve the issue.

On future projects we will include coordinates in all supply chain BIM deliverables 
information at procurement stage to ensure they are utilised prior any modelling 
and produce a plan for interoperability on the project following the review of BIM/ IT 
Capability Assessments. 

STAKEHOLDER COLLABORATION
We brought the team together at initial feasibility stage and by collaborating during 
the creation of initial BIM protocols and documentation, it resulted in investment and 
ownership of the project from the outset by the whole team. These models utilized the 
walk-through and stereo panoramic options of software to visually explore the design 
with the client and stakeholders. 

The project team exchanged models on a weekly basis, held fortnightly clash 
resolution workshops involving the design team and towards the end of stage three 
we included our supply chain in these collaborative workshops. 

Early supply chain procurement allowed us to provide integrated workshops covering 
both an introductory session to BIM and project specific technical workshops focusing 
on software interoperability, classification, data validation and verification, CDE, data 
integration and modelling standards.

This has been the first digital construction 
project for our site team who have undertaken 
a number of internal training sessions provided 
by our BIM team, which include models viewer 
training for 4Projects so they can access 
and interrogate the models on site, data 
interrogation so they can validate specification 
and performance data and participated on clash 
resolution and 4D workshops.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The NCHSR project utilised the tablet-based system Field View which integrated 
with the common data environment 4Projects in order to provide the latest project 
information remotely on site. This allowed the NCHSR Project team to remotely 
manage a number of construction processes much more time-efficiently such as; 
Health & Safety Permits, Quality Delivery Inspections and Site Diaries.

Our supply chain and consultants also utilised these systems; particularly the use 
of tablets on site to manage Field View data as opposed to emails or hard copies 
of project information. Our design consultants shared every revision of project 
information to 4Projects so that remote access to the latest project information was 
provided to the wider team, allowing continuous integration of project information.  
This can be seen here: https://viewpoint.wistia.com/medias/8dg256o66i 

A significant benefit that the team realised in using these systems is that the team 
spent more time on site rather than on the administrative burden that more traditional 
paper-based processes create. The project also utilised the Product Xchange system 
for collecting product data. This allowed central integrated storage of as-built product 
information in the COBie format. The system allowed our Supply Chain partners to 
input product information remotely rather than relying solely on the issue of hard 
copies which then integrated into one coordinated deliverable. In running these 
systems, the project team learned that early engagement is critical in making the 
processes work. 

The first in a series of   
Supply Chain Workshops

Image of clashes found at Stage 3

Hambleton Steel fabrication model

DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION AWARD - WINNER 



RISE

NATIONAL COLLEGE FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL

The benefits of working within a 3D 
environment, enabled from early on 
to distinguish the primary routing 
path which resulted in raising an 
issue with the proposed structure 
and flooring design. 
This stemmed a change to the
floor and frame construction, to 
facilitate the required unrestricted 
service zone for the M&E services. 
Had we not worked within a model 
environment, this issue may not of 
been acknowledged as early on and 
would of impacted on the design, 
programme and cost of the project.
James Henderson,                   
Senior Design Coordinator

NEW APPROACHES
A lead contribution to new approaches has been through Bond Bryan bringing in 
PAULEY interactive for the visualization of their architectural solutions. PAULEY used 
their software platform and the new at the time Oclus Rift Virtual Reality headset to 
do this.

The federated model was used during the construction stages in an immersive VR 
environment initially to the benefit of our project team to visualise critical spaces 
within the building that had complex interfaces. Our Building Managers found this 
to be a particular benefit in understanding the construction sequence and Health & 
Safety implications.

Once we saw the benefits of the VR 
environment we trialled this at an engagement 
meeting with key project stakeholders in 
order to offer a true virtual experience of 
what the completed building would feel like. 
This allowed our client to have a greater 
understanding of the completed building and 
its functionality prior to project completion. 
In conjunction with Willmott Dixon and Bond 
Bryan, the BIM models for Civils and M&E 
have been included in the VR platform. This has then been used by the end user as a 
stakeholder engagement tool with supporters and sponsors. 

WHAT MAKES THIS PROJECT SPECIAL?
We believe this project is an outstanding example of a collaborative approach from 
each of the entire consultants and supply chain involved. This has been the first BIM 
project for many of our supply chain and their willingness to up-skill their teams has 
been unprecedented, with a total of 9 data rich models coordinated and federated, 
the largest number we’ve experienced on any project.

The project has been used to trial cutting-edge technology solutions utilising both 
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality within the rail sector. This technology and use 
on NCHSR has been recognised and used at the World Skills Show in the UK and at 
Innotrans, a premier international railway exhibition in Germany.

NCHSR has been a catalyst for enticing the younger generation into a now digital 
construction industry with 274 school, college and university students visiting our 
site where they have had the opportunity to view the 3D models and experience an 
immersive Virtual Reality.

Willmott Dixon and the team are incredibly proud of this project and it’s our intention 
to produce a case study to share with the digital construction industry to document 
our experiences.

New to digital construction, our Design Manager identified one of the benefits he 
found working on this project:

BENEFITS TO ALL
The full lifecycle of the building is not yet complete; however by delivering the project 
in a digital manner we are creating benefits to the end users following handover which 
include eliminating work for the estates department by being able to operate the 
building efficiently, immediately after handover.

The intended benefits include:

• Reduced costs; less information loss as a result of the automated transfer of 
accurate, complete and unambiguous information at asset handover and during 
transfer of operation from one service provider to another.

• Identification of poor performance, faults and impending failure with installed 
assets

• Informed decisions regarding operation and maintenance expenditure based on 
actual asset performance and status.

• Lower costs of future refurbishment/reconstruction with all construction data 
available and an existing model to work from.

The end user, NCHSR, is undertaking an industry wide and cross industry development 
of a National BIM Trailblazer. The opportunity is that the next phase of development 
will provide material for this course using the Doncaster Campus BIM, utilizing 
Augmented Reality and Geo-located Data. This will provide a FM service capturing all 
the knowledge gained throughout the project, into a project and asset management 
tool for the future. The ender user, NCHSR, will be able to use this system for their 
own students and stakeholders alike managing new suppliers and innovators into the 
existing building spaces, providing leadership at the cutting edge of development for 
High Speed Rail.

The project being 
experienced in an 
Augmented Reality 
environment

Andrew Jones, Secretary of State for Transport, 
experiencing the project through virtual reality

BENEFITS OF A DIGITAL APPROACH
A positive outcome from the level of information and data we requested at each stage 
combined with fortnightly coordination workshops was a notably large reduction in 
‘Requests For Information’ (RFI) raised within the first month of the Mechanical and 
Electrical Supply Chain Partner, Briggs & Forester coming on board to deliver the 
scheme on site.

Comparing a digital approach verses a non-digital approach project of a similar size in 
terms of mass and build cost we found the following results:

Project Type    No. of RFI’s Raised    Difference in %

Digital NCHSR     9

Non-digital project #1    17       59%

Non-digital project #2    19       63%

Reviewable design data will be used post-handover to compare the number of issues 
raised, for examples if smaller power and data has been raised as not finalised at a 
particular stage in a traditional project, but this wasn’t raised in a coordinated digital 
project.

One of the lessons learned from trying to evidence and compare traditional projects 
verses digital is not carrying out this exercise at the end of each stage on this project. 
We have since completed these exercises stage by stage on other projects and it has 
proved very successful.



 

 

 
 

Project: Workpods 
Company: Henry Boot Construction 
 
Workpods, Fountain Court, Doncaster is an International Business Park project at Robin Hood Airport, and has 
created an exciting new £4m office development. The 62,000-sq. ft. scheme provides environmentally sustainable 
office accommodation for 134 staff in 41 Workpod office units of 1,450 sq. ft. and 1,600 sq. ft. in two, three and 
four unit blocks. The business park site was previously owned by the Ministry of Defence and home to RAF 
Finningley’s parade ground and barracks before the air base was closed and redeveloped as Robin Hood Airport 
and Business Park in 2005. The scheme, called Fountain Court Workpods, was awarded to Henry Boot Construction 
by Leeds-based developer Prospect Property Group in 2014. The new Workpods are eco-friendly, having been 
constructed to the highest environmental standards, and are one of the most energy-efficient office developments 
in the region.  
 
TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION 
 
Early contractor and client involvement in the design and development planning stages were crucial to ensuring 
success on the project, leading to savings on time, cost and disruption to end users. Regular design meetings to 
discuss the client’s needs, having not yet known the end occupiers of the buildings, meant that the project could 
become an adaptable design. 
 
Flexible units that could be adapted to the needs of the end user were created because of the unidentified 
occupiers at the time. The Workpods were received well. Pete Flanagan, Managing Director at Green Spark Carbon 
Commitment Consortium said, “Following our recent occupation of the Workpod, we are highly delighted with the 
standard of finish. As a growing company, it is an ideal location to be based, particularly with other similar 
companies. The building is highly efficient, which, as a growing company it is important to have low overheads and 
significantly reduce our carbon footprint. The development will be certainly drive our future sustainability.” 
 
The project team on site decided to reform the path to the local church, avoiding disruption to the daily workings 
of the building. The existing car park attached was also extended to match the needs of church. The local nursery, 
flying start, were offered regular site visits and the project team donated an outdoor play area. Collaboration was 
at the forefront of the project with the client being heavily involved in all processes. This meant that the project 
benefitted from finishing 8.5 weeks early and in budget. 
 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
Henry Boot Construction has an excellent Health and Safety record on this project, with a total of 56,666 hours 
worked on site with zero reportable incidents. The site team proactively managed all aspects of health, safety and 
the wellbeing of the workforce, and implemented our OHSAS 18001 management system standards. The project 
was audited by Henry Boot’s third part assessor, Lloyds Register Ltd as part of a six-monthly surveillance visit, with 
a positive outcome. The project achieved a BREEAM rating of ‘Very Good’, which recognizes the project’s focus on 
innovation and sustainability. The Fountain Court Workpods project was completed on time and to programme, 
with a total of 49 weeks on site. 



 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
 
The Workpods are designed to have aesthetic appeal, with use of natural and sustainable products that give an 
image which is both welcoming and eco-friendly. The units are constructed of a masonry structure and under a 
mono-pitched roof, with the elevation treatment being insulated cavity walls, finished with profiled powder-coated 
metal cladding and sustainable wood. The units benefit from double-glazed windows and door systems. The 
Workpods also feature large windows, super-high insulation and roof lights to enable them to retain maximum 
heat and light from the sun, reducing electricity usage and costs.  
 
CHALLENGES 
 
Being the first of its kind in the area the Workpods needed to provide everything potential end users were looking 
for. Innovation has been crucial to the development, the orientation of the units to capture the best natural light 
and configuration of the internal layouts were all developed through the use of BIM profiling and 3D imagery. One 
of the key successes of the latest technology in broadband made the Workpods one of the first developments to 
benefit from ‘superfast’ broadband, giving companies the leading edge in communication. 
 
WHY DOES IT STAND OUT? 
 
The Fountain Court Workpods project is truly deserving of the Building Project of the Year Award. Having provided 
significant growth in the area, innovative design by use of BIM techniques and an exceptionally low cost in use, this 
project provided financial savings and it will continue to benefit the environment in the future. The area is now 
seeing growing interest, with a greater demand for similar eco-friendly units in the area. Many local businesses, 
retail offerings and food establishments have seen a growth in business. With more businesses setting up in the 
area, there is sustained momentum for increased services, as well as increased job opportunities.  
 
TESTIMONIALS 
 

“Following our recent occupation 
of the Workpod, we are highly 
delighted with the standard of 

finish. As a growing company, it is 
an ideal location to be based, 
particularly with other similar 

companies. The building is highly 
efficient, which, as a growing 

company it is important to have 
low overheads and significantly 

reduce our carbon footprint. The 
development will certainly drive 

our future sustainability.” 
 

Pete Flanagan, Managing 
Director, Green Spark Carbon 

Commitment Consortium 
 

“The Workpods at Fountain Court 
will be a remarkable place to 

work in terms of their 
environmental credentials and 
energy efficiency, while their 

location, right next to the airport 
and with massively upgraded 

road and rail links on the 
doorstep, has to be one of the 

best in Yorkshire. 
Not surprisingly, we are already 

receiving a steady stream of 
enquiries, both from investors 
and from potential tenants.” 

 
Jonathan D Raistrick, Workpods 

Ltd, Development Director 
 

“The scheme is indicative of the 
forward-looking and joined up 

approach to regeneration that we 
are striving for in Doncaster, 

delivering new jobs and quality 
sustainable business space. 
Securing ERDF funding is an 

exhaustive process and one that 
marks out the credentials of 

Doncaster International Business 
Park as a long-term asset to the 

South Yorkshire economy.” 
 

Bob Johnson, Cabinet Member for 
Regeneration at Doncaster Council 
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